Chapter 6 : Calibration and Instrumentation
The calibration of the detector is achieved using specific devices dedicated to the different
aspects of the problem. The spatial positioning of the detector elements is based on
tiltmeter-compass and acoustic measurements. Relative time calibration of the Optical Modules is
obtained from measurements of the arrival time of short intense light pulses produced by Optical
Beacons (OB) and a Laser Beacon. These light pulses can also be used to monitor the light
attenuation in water as well as for the OM efficiency calibration. Furthermore, the Laser Beacon
located on the BSS of the Instrumentation Line, provides sub-nanosecond light pulses illuminating
more than half of the detector. These pulses ca be used to monitor the light scattering in sea water
and test the reconstruction of a fixed point source.
In addition, the detector calibration can be improved by the knowledge of oceanographic
quantities, such as the sound velocity, the water flow velocity and direction, the temperature and
salinity of the sea water surrounding the detector. The ANTARES Instrumentation Line carries
specific additional instrumentation needed to record and monitor these quantities.
●

Detector relative positioning

●

Timing calibration

●

Spatial and temporal absolute calibration

●

Additional instrumentation:
❍ Instrumentation Line
❍

Humidity sensors

●

General Purpose Experimental Platform

●

Instrumentation objects
❍

ACOUSTIC

❍

TILT_COMPASS

❍

LED_OB

❍

LASER_OB

❍

INST_LINE

❍

HUMIDITY
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Detector relative positioning
The reconstruction of muon tracks in the ANTARES detector is based on precise measurements
(~1 ns) of the arrival times of Cerenkov photons at Optical Modules (OMs). This reconstruction
needs knowledge of the positions of the OMs relative to each other, or more practically with respect
to fixed reference points such as the detector string anchors. The precision of this spatial positioning
should be better than the uncertainty of the Cerenkov light detection (1 ns is equivalent to 22 cm of
light travel path in water). Our goal is thus to measure the relative positioning of every OM of the
detector to an accuracy of 10-20 cm.
The relative positioning of the detector is obtained from two independent systems: a High
Frequency Long BaseLine acoustic system (HFLBL) giving the 3D position of hydrophones
placed along the line and a set of tiltmeter-compass sensors giving the local tilt angles of each OM
storey with respect to the horizontal plane (pitch and roll) as well as its orientation with respect to
the Earth Magnetic North (heading). The shape of each string is reconstructed by performing a
global fit based on all this information. The relative positions of the OMs are then deduced from this
reconstructed line shape and from the geometry of the Optical Module Frame.
Simulations have been performed to study the performance of the positioning system for various
configurations of the detector calibration equipment (number of acoustic sensors and tiltmeters,
locations, precision of sensors, missing sensor,...), as well as for different values of the sea water
current or of the detector string twist as a function of the altitude. This work shows that a spatial
positioning of all OMs with an accuracy σ < 10 cm is achieved, based on the measurements of the
acoustic system and the tiltmeter-compass sensors presented below, even for a sea water current as
strong as 15 cm/s. The complete results of this performance study can be found in Ref. [1].

Acoustic positioning system
The system (see Ref. [2], [3]) is an evolution of a first acoustic positioning system developed by
the GENISEA company for the relative positioning of the Antares Demonstrator string. The method
is to measure the travel time of 40-60 kHz acoustic pulses between receiving hydrophones placed
along the string and emitters fixed at the bottom of each line. The 3D position each hydrophone is
then obtained by triangulation from the travel times between the hydrophone and each fixed emitter.
These fixed acoustic beacons must also be able to receive an acoustic signal in order to determine
their own spatial positioning with respect to the other string anchors.
Due to the flatness of the sea bed at ANTARES site, the determination of the vertical coordinate
of these acoustic beacons is less precise than the horizontal ones. This determination can be
improved by using distance measurements with respect to hydrophones placed along the strings.
Due to the slow movements of the lines in the water flow, these hydrophones can indeed be
considered as fixed points on a time scale of one minute or so.
In addition, the determination of the relative altitudes of the acoustic beacons fixed on the string
anchors is improved by using a pressure sensor placed on each BSS. A further independent
measurement can be made when the lines are connected to the Junction Box by using a single
pressure sensor fixed to the submarine vehicle.
A first version of this acoustic positioning system was developed by GENISEA for the
positioning of the ANTARES Demonstrator string. The performance of this system was found to be
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much better than originally specified. The precision of individual distance measurements is better
than 1 cm, while the accuracy on the 3D positions of the hydrophones obtained by triangulation is
1-3 cm. A first description of these results can be found in Ref. [4]. A full report is in preparation.
Description
Each detector line is equipped with an acoustic emitter-receiver (RxTx module) fixed to its
BSS, and receiving hydrophones (Rx modules) fixed on few OMFs. There are 6 Rx modules per
line (1 per sector), one being placed on the bottom OMF and one on the top OMF, while the other
ones are distributed so as to obtain a larger density of hydrophones in the top third of the string,
where the maximum curvature of the line is expected.
The positions of the 6 Rx modules are shown below :
Equipment
RxTx module
Rx module 1
Rx module 2
Rx module 3
Rx module 4
Rx module 5
Rx module 6

Storey Sector-Floor Altitude (m)
BSS
0
0
OMF 1
1-1
100
OMF 8
2-3
184
OMF 14
3-4
256
OMF 20
4-5
328
OMF 25
5-5
388
OMF 30
6-5
448

The RxTx module is composed of a transducer (emitting and receiving hydrophone) placed at the
top of a pole on the BSS, 6 electronic boards included in the SCM and an electrical link cable. It
fulfills the following functions:
● configuration of the emitted acoustic signal (frequency, amplitude, duration)
●
●

●
●
●

generation of the acoustic pulse
configurationof the acoustic detection parameters (frequency, analogue and digital gains,
detection threshold, active time window)
detection of the acoustic pulse
recording of the time-stamp at emission and reception
transmission of the time-stamp and the detected acoustic signal amplitude to the shore
station.

The Rx module is composed of a receiving hydrophone placed on the OMF, 3 electronic boards
included in the LCM and an electrical link cable. It fulfills the following functions:
● configuration of the acoustic detection parameters (frequency, analogue and digital gains,
detection threshold, active time window)
●
●
●

detection of the acoustic pulse
recording of the time-stamp at reception
transmission of the time-stamp and the detected acoustic signal amplitude to the shore
station.

The time-stamp is obtained by starting a counter in the acoustic module synchronously with the
acoustic signal emission, and by stopping the counter when the signal is detected. This
synchronisation of the acoustic modules in the whole detector is obtained by broadcasting from the
Master Clock a dedicated clock command called "Acoustic Fast Synchronisation".
The positioning of the whole detector is determined by successively sending an acoustic signal
from the RxTx module of each line. Several (about 4) acoustic frequencies are used in turn to better
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differentiate the different acoustic emissions and to avoid interference due to fast successive
emission of acoustic waves with the same frequency.
The acoustic positioning system has been designed to incorporate the 4 existing autonomous
transponders built for the positioning of the Demonstrator string. These transponders will be used
for the detector positioning when it consists of one or a few strings, as well as to improve the quality
of the acoustic triangulation base geometry of the final detector if necessary.
The acoustic transponders are autonomous emitter-receiver beacons working on batteries and
fixed on pyramidal structures anchored to the sea bed. The 4 transponders will be installed at the
corners of a 300 m by 300 m square around the detector. The transponders can be recovered by
activating an acoustic release which separate the pyramidal structures to their anchor base. In the
positioning mode, the 4 transponders respond to their individual acoustic frequency (F1-F4) when
interrogated at the common frequency (F0). The transponders can be activated, inhibited or placed
in the special "auto-calibration" mode by acoustic modem dialogue with a RxTx module. Their
battery voltages can also be measured by this means. The "auto-calibration" mode places one
transponder in a Master state and another one in a Slave state in order to measure the distance
between this pair. Measurements between all transponder pairs allow a their relative positions to be
determined by triangulation.
A complete turn-around of all acoustic emissions of the detector (all RxTx modules + all
transponders) is called an "Acoustic Positioning Cycle". The Acoustic Positioning Cycle is started
by broadcasting from the Master Clock another dedicated clock command called "Acoustic Slow
Synchronization". Given the dimensions of the ANTARES 0.1 km² detector (line spacing and line
height), the Acoustic Positioning Cycle is planned with a time interval between Acoustic Fast
Synchronisation signals of 640 ms. The Acoustic Positioning Cycle then takes about 6.8 s for a 4
line detector with 4 transponders, and about 10.6 s for a 10 line detector with 4 transponders.
A example of the Acoustic Positioning Cycle time chart for a detector consisting of 4 lines and 4
transponders is shown below :
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The acoustic positioning system is controlled from the Shore Station by a dedicated computer (at
least at the beginning of the experiment) equipped with software in order to:
● configure all the elements of the acoustic system by the DAQ/SC network;
●

●

configure the Acoustic Positioning Cycle by sending the cycle parameters (number and
recurrence of Fast Synchronisation Signals) to the Master Clock control computer;
start the Acoustic Positioning Cycle by sending a command to the Master Clock control
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●

●
●

computer;
get the detection time-stamps and signal amplitudes of all acoustic modules through the
DAQ/SC network;
perform the calculation of the 3D positions of the transducers and hydrophones;
write the 3D positions in the Oracle Database.

The readout of the acoustic data in the Rx and RxTx modules by Slow Control is performed at
the end of the Acoustic Positioning Cycle after the acoustic detection of the last signal emission of
the cycle. The necessary delay (about 1 s) is left before the starting of the next Acoustic Positioning
Cycle in order to perform the data readout by Slow Control and transfer the Shore Station by the
DAQ network. To simplify the Slow Control communication exchanges, each Rx and RxTx module
turn on its "Data Ready bit" signal when the acoustic data are ready to be requested.
Additional measurements
The conversion of acoustic signal travel time measurements to precise distances requires an
accurate knowledge of the sound velocity within the detector, and some additional instrumentation
is added to the system to provide this. In sea water, the sound velocity depends on the temperature,
the salinity and the pressure. The standard model used to determine the sound velocity in sea water
according to these quantities is that of Chen & Millero (see Ref. [5]).
The detector is thus equipped with 5 sound velocimeters placed at various locations along the
detector strings (BSS + OMFs), in order to determine the sound velocity and its variation. The
sound velocimeter, developed by GENISEA, gives a direct measurement of this quantity by
measuring the travel time of an acoustic signal on a fixed length of about 20 cm. The measurement
is performed with an accuracy of about 5 cm/s (over 1500 m/s) after calibration of the device. This
very good precision is due to the small jitter on the acoustic emission and detection, and also to the
use of INVAR (Fe-36Ni) for the mechanics of the measurement part of the device. This material is
indeed very stable with respect to temperature.
Two sound velocimeters are also equipped with additional Conductivity-Temperature-Depth
(pressure) probes to provide an independent measurement of the sound velocity, according to the
Chen & Millero model, and also to obtain an estimation of the salinity (determined from the
conductivity and temperature measurements) and temperature gradients within the detector.
The conductivity-temperature probe integrated by Genisea is a device provided by F.S.I.
The conductivity probe is a non-electrode ceramic inductive conductivity sensor which is immune
to calibration drift due to changes in the electric field, according to the manufacturer. The accuracy
quoted by the manufacturer is +/- 0.01 mS/cm.
The temperature sensor is a high grade Platinum Resistance Thermometer characterised by linear
temperature response with high stability. The accuracy announced by the manufacturer is +/0.01°C.
The pressure probe installed in the sound velocity-CTD device is the same as the one included in
the pressure sensor installed on each BSS. The probe, manufactured by Druck, is a piezoelectric
sensor with an accuracy of about +/- 0.02 bar. The measurement drift is expected to be about 0.02
bar/year.
All these devices (sound velocimeters, sound velocimeter-CTDs, pressure sensors) are also
configured and controlled from the Shore Station acoustic control system through the DAQ/SC
network.
Tests and calibration
Several series of tests of the Acoustic Positioning System are planned. A first campaign has
already been performed in the Ifremer-Toulon test basin in order to determine the best location of
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the Rx hydrophone on the OMF prototype with respect to the OM glass spheres and to the OMF
bottom termination. This will be redone on the final OMF design in order to obtain precise
measurements of the acoustic signal waveform as a function of the angle between a fixed emitter
and the OMF receiving hydrophone.
As part of the specifications of the acoustic system tender, a laboratory calibration will be
performed in order to measure parameters such as emission signal amplitudes and frequencies, time
jitters in emission and detection, detection time as a function of signal amplitude, influence of
acoustic noise,... It will also include measurements such as power consumption, and integration tests
to check the interfaces and dialogue with the power system, the clock system, the Slow Control
system...
Acoustic positioning tests in pool and in sea are also foreseen in order to check the performance of
the system in real conditions.
Concerning the characterisation of the sensors associated to the system, it is planned to perform a
complete mapping of the hydrophones and transducers in term of sensitivity as function of
frequency and angles in an acoustic calibration tank at Ifremer-Brest. A precise calibration of the
sound velocimeters, CTD probes and pressure sensors will also been performed at Ifremer-Brest
which has the equipment and the official metrology agreement to do it.
The Mean Time Between Failures of the Acoustic Positioning System cannot be easily estimated
since the system is mainly based on electronics and sensors, such as the hydrophone, which are
specifically developed for the ANTARES system. Great care is of course taken in the choice of the
elementary components of the system, both electronics components and mechanical materials. The
elements of the Acoustic Positioning System will also be subject to the same qualification procedure
as the rest of the electronics of the detector, regarding aging and environment qualification tests.
In addition, the Acoustic Positioning System is not subject to single point failure since it relies on
distance measurements between each emission module and each reception one. A great deal of
redundancy is thus inherent in the system. In the same way, the string shape reconstruction is
obtained from the measurements of all acoustic reception hydrophones and from all
tiltmeter-compasses. Simulation studies detailed in Ref. [1] show that the positioning accuracy of
the OMs is only worsened by about 1 cm on average if one hydrophone measurement is missing on
the string. Nevertheless, the bottom and top hydrophones have more importance than the others as
they fix the limit conditions of the string shape fit.

Tiltmeter and compass
Complementary to the acoustic positioning system, tiltmeters and compasses are necessary for the
line shape reconstruction as well as for measuring the OM orientations. The orientation around the
vertical of the 3 OMs of a storey is used to determine the geometrical likelihood of the reconstructed
muon trajectory. The tiltmeter and compass in the BSS measure the position of the EMC
mechanical termination with respect to the rangemeter hydrophone.
Description
To obtain this information, each OMF and each BSS is equipped with a biaxial tiltmeter giving
the pitch and roll angles and with a compass for the heading. Several manufacturers offer such
devices, with a wide range of precision and integration. The most commonly used in oceanographic
application is certainly the TCM2 manufactured by Precision Navigation Ltd.
The TCM2 is a small electronic board integrating a biaxial tiltmeter and a 3-axis fluxgate
magnetometer. The signals from the sensors are digitised by an ADC and delivered on a RS232
serial link. The TCM2 card also integrates a temperature sensor.
The characteristics of the selected TCM2-20 card are the following :
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Tilt range measurement (on both axes)
Tilt precision
Heading range measurement
Heading precision
Temperature range
Temperature precision after calibration
Power requirements
MTBF quoted by manufacturer

+/- 20°
+/- 0.2°
0 - 360°
+/- 0.5 to 1°
-20 °C to 70 °C
+/- 1 °C
15-20 mA at 12
VDC
8.3 years on
"ground mobile"
environment

This "poor" value of the MTBF of the TCM2 is largely dominated by the lifetime of the tiltmeter
sensor, according to the manufacturer. In our case, we expect a much longer MTBF of the device,
since it will be operating in "smooth" conditions due to the slowness and the low amplitude (about
+/- 5°) of detector string movements.
In addition, there is a great deal of redundancy on the tilt measurements. Indeed, a reconstruction
test was performed using only the tilt measurements of the odd storeys (i.e. tiltmeters missing on the
even storeys). The relative positioning of the OMs was only degraded by less that 1 cm and the
pointing accuracy of the detector by less than 0.1° (see Ref. [1]). A compass is however needed on
every storey in order to determine its orientation. The latter is supposed to be independent of the
orientation of the neighboring storey (below and above) due to the very low torsion strength of the
Electro-Mechanical Cable.
Tests and calibration
A series of tests is currently being performed in order to check the characteristics and
performances of the TCM2-20 announced by the manufacturer. These tests, performed on several
devices, include measurements of the influence of input voltage and external temperature,
non-linearity of the tiltmeter, response of the magnetic sensors, and relative calibration of the
compass.
In addition, tests are performed to check the effects on the performance of the magnetic compass of
external perturbations produced by EM noise sources such as the power module. The TCM2
includes an internal "soft iron" calibration procedure which can measure and suppress fixed
parasitic magnetic fields. This first test campaign will determine whether this calibration procedure
has to be applied on all devices after integration.
A first test has already been perform to measure the influence of the 3 OM mu-metal cages mounted
on an OMF. The results showed that the compass measurements differ by only 1 degree with respect
to the heading value obtained in the absence of OMs on the OMF.
Studies are also currently carried on in order to define the measurement procedure and tools of the
tilt angle offsets after integration of the TCM2 board in the LCM and SCM crates and after
assembly of the containers on the OMF and BSS. In particular, the repeatability of the TCM2 board
integration in the container crate, as well as of the container assembly in the OMF, will be
measured. This will determine whether the offset measurements should be performed prior to or
during the final sector and line assemblies.

References :
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Links to TDR Object pages:
● Acoustic positioning system
●

Tiltmeter-Compass sensor
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Timing calibration
In addition to the relative positioning of the OMs, the reconstruction of the muon tracks in the
ANTARES detector depends on the relative timing of each phototube signal with respect to the
others. Our goal is to achieve a timing calibration with an accuracy of 0.5 ns in order to avoid
degradation of the precision of the Cerenkov light arrival time measurements (~1 ns) given by the
photomultiplier.
As described in Ref. [1], the relative timing calibration of the ANTARES detector is performed
using three independent and complementary systems dedicated to the following measurements:
●

●

●

The internal clock calibration, measuring the relative time offsets of every LCM internal
clock signal. These measurements are performed with the Clock distribution system, by
measuring the clock signal transit time between the on-shore Master Clock and each
SCM/LCM clock board.
The PMT transit time calibration, measuring the transit times of every Optical Module.
This is obtained by firing the internal LED included in each Optical Module and by
measuring the detection time of the photons with the ARS time-stamping.
The detector relative time offset calibration. This is obtained by measuring the relative
detection times at many Optical Modules of photons originating from a single point in the
detector. The intense light pulse is generated by one of the two complementary types of
Light Beacon [2,3] :
❍

an Optical Beacon fixed to an Optical Module Frame illuminating 8-10 storeys of
each neighbour string. Each detector line is equipped with 4 Optical Beacons at
the locations shown below :
Equipment
OB 1
OB 2
OB 3
OB 4

❍

Storey
OMF 2
OMF 9
OMF 17
OMF 24

Sector-Floor
1-2
2-4
4-2
5-4

Altitude (m)
112
196
292
376

a Laser Beacon fixed on the BSS of the Instrumentation Line illuminating a large
part of the bottom half of the detector strings. It offers an important redundancy
for the calibration of the Optical Modules located on the first storeys of every string
which are less illuminated by the Optical Beacons.

The performances of the systems should be good enough to permit a time calibration of the
ANTARES detector with a precision σ < 0.5 ns.
A global fit of the position and time (x0, y0, z0, t0) of the Light Beacon flashes can also be
performed to give an independent cross-check of the relative positioning and timing calibrations.

List of References :
[1] V. Bertin et al., "Conclusions of the Time Calibration Committee : the time calibration in
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Antares", ANTARES-Cali/2000-007.
[2] S. Navas, "Timing Calibration with an Optical Beacon", ANTARES-Cali/1999-001.
[3] S. Navas et al.,"More about timing Calibration with an Optical Beacon",
ANTARES-Cali/2000-005.
Links to TDR Object pages:
● Clock distribution system
●

Optical Module LED

●

Optical Beacon

●

Laser Beacon
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Spatial and temporal absolute calibration
Absolute positioning
The absolute positioning of the ANTARES detector requires the determination of the 3
geographic position coordinates (latitude, longitude, altitude) of the detector, or more practically of
a local reference fixed point such as one of the string anchor, and of the 3 orientation angles with
respect to the terrestrial reference frame (and then to the stars) of the fixed local reference frame,
defined by 3 string anchors.
We do not need a geographic location of the detector with a precision better than a few
arc-minutes in latitude-longitude or with a precision better than few metres in depth. The location is
mainly needed for the determination of the neutrino and muon fluxes, which are affected by the
diameter of the Earth for upward-going particles, or by the depth of sea water for down-going
particles. This determination is easily obtained using GPS measurement of the ship during string
deployments, acoustic triangulation from the sea surface, depth measurements from the pressure
sensors and the length of the deep sea cable used for the string deployments.
The determination of the 3 orientation angles :
● tilt of the detector local frame with respect to horizontal plane in North - South axis
tilt of the detector local frame with respect to horizontal plane in East - West axis
● heading of the detector local frame with respect to North-South axis
needs more care since it will directly influence the absolute pointing accuracy of the detector. Since
the angular resolution of the ANTARES detector is expected to be about 0.2°, this same accuracy is
needed on the determination of these 3 orientation angles.
●

The determination of the first two is based on relative altitude measurements of the string anchor.
As explained in the Relative Positioning section, this is obtained from measurements of pressure
sensors in addition to the HFLBL acoustic positioning system. A precision of 35-50 cm on the
relative altitudes is needed for detector extensions of 100-150 m.
The determination of the detector heading cannot be obtained "locally", but needs to be
performed partly from the sea surface where geodetic positioning from GPS is possible. The
connexion between the detector local reference frame and the GPS geodetic reference frame is
achieved by a Low Frequency Long BaseLine (LFLBL) acoustic positioning system, which can
perform distance measurements of few kilometres with a precision of few metres.
A schematic diagramme of this heading determination by LFLBL and HFLBL acoustic
triangulation is shown below :
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In the LFLBL system, the surface ship is equipped with a rangemeter and its transducer, coupled
to Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS), to determine the geodetic positioning of two
acoustic beacons (C and D on the figure above). These two points constitute the Low Frequency
BaseLine of about 4 km length. Then the heading of the Intermediate baseline (AB), of about 400m
length, is determined by low frequency distance measurements. Finally, the heading of the High
Frequency baseline (IJ), of about 200m length, is determined by the high frequency acoustic system
also used for the relative positioning of the lines. I and J are the anchors of two off-centred lines of
the field. A and B are two High Frequency autonomous transponders.
Assuming an accuracy of 2 metres on the geodetic positioning of C and D, an accuracy of 1 metre
on the Low Frequency distance measurements and an accuracy of 0.1 metre on the High Frequency
distance measurements, a precision on the determination of the heading of the detector local frame
of about 0.2° is obtained in the geometry described above. The error is dominated by the AB
Intermediate Baseline determination, obtained by low frequency distance measurements.
All these objects (A, B, C, D and the anchors of the lines) are equipped with autonomous acoustic
releases whose low frequency transponders constitute the LF triangulation network. The LFLBL
acoustic system is also used to monitor the positioning of the string anchor during its deployment,
and to direct the submarine vehicle used for the string connection of the string to the Junction Box.

Description of the LFLBL acoustic system
The LFLBL acoustic navigation system (see Ref. [1,2]) is composed of autonomous acoustic
beacons communicating with equipment on a surface ship. A multi-frequency rangemeter, having
several (6 to 16 according to systems) parallel reception channels, is linked to a transducer
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suspended from the boat at typically 30 m under the sea surface. The system is controlled by a
computer, which also receives the position and heading of the boat from a DGPS and a
gyrocompass.
The LFLBL navigation system uses low frequency acoustic signals (typically 8-16 kHz), thus
having a working range of about 5000 metres. Each beacon uses a common acoustic frequency and
an individual one. The beacon emits a signal at its individual frequency when interrogated on the
common frequency. Conversely, it responds at the common frequency when receiving its individual
frequency.
Four autonomous beacons are moored at the corners of a 2000 m by 2000 m square around the
centre of the detector zone. These constitute the reference beacons of the LFLBL acoustic
triangulation. The positions of the reference beacons are firstly calibrated by measuring their
distances to the surface transducer for several different locations of the surface boat. This requires
the knowledge of the sound velocity profile from the sea surface to the sea bed. The main variation
due to the pressure gradient is well known. The first 100 m depth below the sea surface is affected
by seasonal variation of the water temperature. The sound velocity profile in this part can be
measured by mooring a Conductivity-Temperature-Depth probe.
Additional acoustic beacons, such as those installed on the detector line or the submarine vehicle,
can be positioned in real time with respect to the reference beacons by a "relay" triangulation
method. The beacon to be positioned is interrogated at its individual frequency. It answers at the
common frequency, causing each reference to emit a signal at its individual frequency. The
recording by the surface transducer of the direct and indirect answers permits the determination of
the 3D position of the acoustic beacon.
Geodesy
The absolute geographic coordinates given by the DGPS are defined in a geodetic datum. We are
using the now standard datum World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84), based on the most recent
definition of the Earth ellipsoid. The parameters defining the WGS84 ellipsoid are (see Ref. [3]) :
Semi-major axis (a in
meters)

a = 6 378 137.0 m

Semi-minor axis (b in
meters)

b = 6 356 752.3142 m

Ellipsoidal flattening (f
= (a-b) / a)

1/f = 298.257223563

In a given datum, a geographic position can be either expressed in the spherical coordinates
(Latitude, Longitude) or in metric in the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection. The
latter is especially useful to easily calculate distances between points. Our LBL navigation system
will use both spherical and metric UTM coordinates.
In Universal Transverse Mercator (see Ref [4]), the Earth is divided in 60 bands (called "zone")
of 6° wide in longitude. The UTM zone 1 starts at Longitude = 180° West (with respect to
Greenwich meridian). Being at Longitude = 6°10' East, the ANTARES detector lies in the UTM
zone 32 which covers the longitude band between 6° East and 12° East. In a given zone, the UTM
coordinates of a point are defined as:
X = Easting = distance in metres from the central meridian of the zone to the point +
500 000
Y = Northing = distance in metres from the Equator to the point
The conversion formulas between (Latitude, Longitude) coordinates and UTM (Easting, Northing)
coordinates can be found in Ref. [5].
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Tests and calibration
Absolute positioning tests using the LFLBL system of the MORS company have already been
performed during the installation tests of the Demonstrator string. A precision of ~ 1 m was
achieved. Other companies also offer such LFLBL acoustic systems including releasable
transponders. A tender procedure is currently under way in order to select and purchase an acoustic
LFLBL system fitting our requirements for absolute positioning, for acoustic navigation and for the
acoustic release of the strings. Calibration tests in sea will be performed on the new LFLBL acoustic
navigation system in order to check its performances.
In addition, we intend to cross-check the absolute positioning of the detector by studying the
shadow produced by the Moon in the cosmic ray flux, which leads to a deficit of down-going
atmospheric muons in the direction of the Moon. A recent study (see Ref. [6]) has shown that this
effect can be detected with the 10 string detector after about 5 years of data taking with a statistical
significance of 2 sigmas. The absolute positioning is then cross-checked upto a precision of about
0.5°, and a possible offset can be detected and corrected for.

Absolute dating
An absolute time-stamping of each event has also to be produced, primarily to compare the
neutrino event times with those of Gamma-Ray Bursts. The precision needed for this absolute
dating is at most of the order of milliseconds. This is achieved by interfacing the shore station
Master Clock with a card receiving the GPS Clock.

List of References
[1] 4 BLO 01 01 A, "Acoustic Navigation System : specifications"
[2] 4 BLO 01 02 A, "Système de Navigation Acoustique ANTARES : spécifications techniques"
[3] World Geodetic System 1984 : its Definition and Relationships with Local Geodetic Systems,
DMATR8350.2, http://164.214.2.59/GandG/tr8350_2.html
[4] Datums, Ellipsoids, Grids and Grid Reference Systems, DMATM8358.1,
http://164.214.2.59/GandG/tm83581/toc.htm
[5] The Universal Grids: Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) and Universal Polar Stereographic
(UPS), DMATM8358.2, ftp://164.214.2.65/pub/gig/tm8358.2/TM8358_2.pdf
[6] A. Oppelt,"Etude de la résolution angulaire du télescope à neutrinos ANTARES", thèse de
doctorat, Université de la Méditerrannée, avril 2001.
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The Instrumentation Line
The role of the Instrumentation Line in the ANTARES detector is to provide a dedicated tool for
monitoring environmental properties relevant to the detector control/calibration and data analysis.
Knowledge of light and sound speed in water is essential for track reconstruction, while knowledge
of deep sea currents will help to correlate effects visible in data (detector position variation, optical
background modulation, effect of sedimentation) with marine properties. The main ANTARES
detector strings host a few instruments (CTD, sound velocimeters) providing the minimum amount
of information needed for data analysis. The Instrumentation Line is totally dedicated to performing
a complete set of marine property measurements, running in parallel to the rest of the experiment.
The basic idea is that this line will be recovered (if needed) every one or two years to maintain
instruments, to install new devices, and to monitor the behaviour of immersed material.
In order to simplify the construction and the data collection the Instrumentation Line uses the
same mechanics developed for the other detector strings and the same read-out electronics (the Slow
Control serial ports) and data transmission.
The basic instruments installed on the Instrumentation Line are:
● Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler, to monitor the water current flow along the full height of
the detector strings,
●

Conductivity-Temperature-Depth sensors, to monitor the temperature and salinity of the sea
water at various depths,

Sound Velocimeter, to monitor the sound velocity in sea water,
● Device to measure the light attenuation/absorption in sea water.
It is also foreseen, at least at the beginning of the detector operation when only a few strings are
deployed, that the Instrumentation Line will host the Laser Beacon and an Optical Beacon used for
Optical Module time calibration.
The first version of the Instrumentation Line, called the Mini Instrumentation Line (MIL), is
equipped with a BSS and 2 storeys separated by 100 m. The MIL will be deployed and operated in
conjunction with the Sector Line.
●

The Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler
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Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers offer the possibility to measure, without any rotating part,
currents in a huge water column in front of the device. Usually these detectors are bottom
frame-mounted and can be hard-wired back to shore to give real time monitoring of coastal currents.
We will use the “Workhorse Monitor ADCP” from RD Instruments (San Diego, California). This
device is the direct-reading version of RDI's Workhorse Sentinel (already used by ANTARES for
tests): it is much smaller (there are no batteries) and cheaper (it costs ~50% of the Sentinel price).
The main difference between the “Sentinel” and the “Monitor” is in the frequency used (75 kHz for
the Sentinel, 300 kHz for the Monitor). The use of 300 kHz has the advantage to reduce the “noise”
in the ADCP due to the HFLBL acoustic system used in ANTARES for the detector position study
(and vice versa). On the other hand the use of 300 kHz limits the height of the water column that
can be monitored to < 200 m . For this reason we propose to use two devices mounted in such a way
as to monitor the full column of water relevant for ANTARES (300m) with some redundancy: for
example with the two devices mounted at the edges of the string looking at its centre. According to
RDI instructions, the device should be mounted in such a way that is unobstructed by the mooring
hardware and with the head down or up looking. The acoustic beams are directed at 20° from the
vertical, they have a natural divergence of ±1° but it is recommended to avoid obstacles in a 15°
wide cone. Care should also be taken to avoid tilting the instrument (with respect to the vertical) by
more than 20° (an internal device can correct for inclinations lower than 20°).
According to RDI, only a “heavy” biological growth on the urethane coating on the transducer
faces can affect the behaviour of the device, so the fouling observed in the ANTARES site should
not reduce the sensitivity of the instrument.
The “Monitor ADCP”, working at 300 kHz, can measure water current velocities in the range 0-5
m/s with a resolution that depends on settings: a measurement range of 175 m can be achieved, with
cells 4 m in height, and with 5 mm/s resolution on the velocity measured in each cell. The direction
of the water velocity is determined with a precision of half a degree. The instrument communicates
via a serial port (RS-232) at a baud rate in the range 1200-115400 (depending on the connection
cable length). It is powered with 48V DC voltage; power consumption goes from ~50 mW in
standby to 115 W during operation (acoustic signal transmission). Its weight is 7.6 kg in air, 2.2 kg
in water.

The Salinity and Temperature measurements
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Salinity and temperature measurements are normally performed by oceanographers by using
Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) probes, instruments that, during immersion, provide their
values together twith the value of the depth. These instruments have data acquisition systems,
capability to store data on hardware support and to transmit them over the connection cable.
In our case it will not be necessary to measure the depth (the instruments are moored) and the
data need only be transmitted on a serial port.
We have selected two Sea-Bird Electronics devices that appear well suited for our needs:
●

the SBE 37-SI MicroCAT,

●

the SBE 16 SeaCAT

Both instruments are high accuracy conductivity (10-4 S/m resolution having a measurement range
0-7 S/m) and temperature (10-4 °C resolution, with a measurement range –5 to 35°C) monitors,
constructed in titanium and other non-corroding materials to ensure long life with minimum
maintenance and are perfect for long duration fixed site deployment. Conductivity is measured in an
“internal-field conductivity cell” that, according to SBE, is unaffected by external fouling and
permits the use of anti-fouling devices to inhibit internal fouling. Temperature and Conductivity
measurements are very stable in time (∆C ~ 3·10-4 S/m per month, ∆T ~ 2·10-4 °C per month).
The main differences between the two instruments are:
● SBE 37-SI has no batteries, no memory (SI stands for Serial Interface) and cannot hold
many other sensors (like the one needed for Dissolved Oxygen)
●

SBE 16 can act as CT recorder (this should be not important for us if we decide to read-out
in real time all data) and can hold several sensors.

We will install 3 CT monitorson the Instrumentation Line: two SBE 37-SI (at the upper and lower
edge of the Instrumentation Line) and in the middle the SBE 16 (equipped with the Dissolved
Oxygen probe).
Both devices can run in “slave mode” (completely under the control of the Slow Control
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program) and can transmit data on an RS232 serial link (possibly RS485) at the maximum speed of
38400 baud. Data are transmitted in ASCII engineering units since calibration coefficients are
stored in EEPROM.
We will power the two instruments with 12V DC. For the SBE-37 the quiescent current will be
10 µA, rising to about 40 mA during acquisition (for the SBE-16 the quiescent current is 50 µA and
the acquisition current depends on the number of sensors).
The total weight for the two instruments, with the titanium case, is:
SBE-37 SI
SBE-16

Weight in air
2.9 kg
10.7 kg

Weight in water
1.9 kg
6.8 kg

The sound velocimeter

This instrument has to provide a direct measurement of the sound speed in water. It looks
reasonable to use in the Instrumentation Line the same device used in the ANTARES main strings:
the GENISEA sound velocimeter (Otan ref. QUUX-3A(A)).
This device has a titanium case rated for 6000m depths and suitable for long term resistance to
corrosion. It can perform underwater measurements of sound speed velocity in the range 1400-1600
m/s with an accuracy of 0.1 m/s. It supports an RS232 link (optionally also RS485) for
data/command transmission at 19200 baud. We propose to install 3 of these devices in the same
location where CTD will be located (at the two edges and at the centre of the Instrumentation Line).
Measurement of water optical properties

Water optical properties can be monitored by measuring the water attenuation coefficient. At
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present we are investigating two possible solutions:
1) One solution is the use of C-STAR, an instrument built by WetLabs. This instument has a
monolithic housing in hard anodised aluminium, rated for 6000 m depth, and is capable of
measuring beam transmittance either in free space ot through an optical flow tube with a pump. In
the former case, the instrument should be mounted horizontally to avoid sedimentation on the
optical windows, while the latter method permits vertical mounting with an antifouling device
installed in the flow tube. The model of interest to ANTARES (on the right in the figure) has a 25
cm path length with overall dimensions of 47 x 6.4 x 9.3 cm3; its weight is 3.6 kg in air, and 2.7 kg
in water.
The operating principles of the device are shown in the figure below. The attenuation coefficient
is obtained as c= -1/x * ln ((Vsig-Vpedestal)/ (Vref-Vpedestal)), where x= 25 cm in path length.

The photo-diode acceptance angle is < 1° in water and the beam divergence is 0.8° in water.
The disadvantage of this instrument is that the output is analog. C-STAR will be powered with 12
VDC (the required power is < 300 mW). The analog output is in the range 0–5 volt, since the
instrument precision is about 1 mV we can evaluate an accuracy of ±3 m in the measurement of the
attenuation length (if the attenuation length is 40 m).
2) The second solution is the use of NERONE, the instrument under development at present in
Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati (INFN-ITALY) and Cagliari in the framework of NEMO project.
This instrument allows a direct measurement of the attenuation coefficient of water at 3 different
wavelengths (blue, red and green), varying the path length of the light in water in the range 0-3 m).
Light is produced by 3 different lasers (to ensure good light collimation at the source) and is
collected by 3 different pin-diodes. The optical path length is varied moving a “corner-cube” that
reflect the light produced by the lasers back to the pin-diodes. Lasers and pin-diodes are in the same
case, the corner cube in a separate one. Once the prototype has been tested and NERONE proved to
have the required sensitivity (>>10-2 m-1), we will decide whether its use in the ANTARES
Instrumentation Line will be convenient: in such a case a more compact Ti case will be needed. The
electronics is already capable of data transmission on Serial RS232 port.
The power consumption is not yet well defined, but it will be powered at 12 VDC, the quiescent
current will be <100 µA and the maximum power required will be <35 W at 12 V during
measurement.
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List of References :
3 INS 05 01 A Instrumented Line : Preliminary specifications
3 INS 05 02 A A proposal for the ANTARES Instrumentation Line
Links to TDR Object pages:
● Mini Instrumentation Line
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Humidity sensor
The ANTARES 0.1 km2 detector is designed to operate in the deep sea for 10 years. It is
therefore essential to monitor the JB, SCMs/SPMs and LCMs for possible water leakage
● before deployment, during sector/line tests in shallow water;
after deployment, for the operational lifetime of the detector.
Relative humidity sensors located in th JB and in each LCM/SCM/SPM can perform this function.
The relative humidity RH is expressed in % by the following formula :
●

RH = 100 * ( Pv/Ps(T) )
where Pv is the value of the Partial pressure of water vapour and Ps(T) is the maximum value of Pv
before saturation (appearance of condensation). Because Ps is a function of temperature, the value
of the relative humidity is temperature dependent.
Precision needed
A sensitivity of 2% is suffisant to detect leakage of a "one drop volume" leakage in the JB and a
much smaller leak in a LCM or SCM container.
Specifications :
. humidity measurement with a precision of < 2%;
. linear voltage output;
. stability in time.
This sensor will be located on the COMPASS_MB card and will be interfaced with the ADC
Modbus CU bridge input.
A HIH-3605A sensor from Honeywell, matching the above specifications, has been chosen.
Each sensor can be delivered with calibration and sensor specific data printout at 25°C.
Characteristics of the HIH-3605A integrated circuit sensor :
RH Range
RH Accuracy
RH linearity
RH Hysteresis
RH repeatability
RH Stability

0-100 %
+/- 2 % at 25°C, Vsupply = 5
VDC
+/- 0.5 % RH typical
+/-1.2% of RH span maximum
+/-0.5%
+/- 1% RH typical at 50 % RH in
5 years

Power Requirements 200 µA at 5 VDC
Voltage output
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Vout = Vsupply (0.0062(Sensor RH) + 0.16) typical at 25°C
Temperature compensation :
This sensor needs a temperature compensation according to the following formula :
True RH = (sensor RH) /(1.0546-0.00216T) with T in °C
Links to TDR Object pages:
● Humidity sensor
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General Purpose Experimental Platform
It is intended to construct a facility, the ‘General Purpose Experimental Platform (GPEP)’, for
oceanographic research on the ANTARES site which will be connected to the shore via the same
junction box and electro-optical cable as the neutrino telescope lines. This platform will be
constructed by IFREMER. Many different tests and experiments are planned for the GPEP and
some examples are given in this section.
The platform could be used to inter-calibrate different sensors measuring oceanographic
parameters such as electrochemical and optical properties. It could be used to understand the
long-term stability of ocean parameters, separating experimental drifts from real changes. Aging of
materials such as composite containers and membranes could be studied. Deep-sea biofilm
development and metal corrosion are other areas of study.
Specific experiments envisaged are studies of the water-sediment interface with chemical
sediment probes, gel peepers and resin samplers. Mooring lines with currentmeters, tomography
receivers and cable profilers are considered. Seabed geophysics devices such as seismometers,
magnetometers and electrometers are being considered. The platform could also serve as a test
docking station for Autonomous Undersea Vehicles (AUVs).
The power and readout requirements of the GPEP would be similar or less than an optical line.
The connections in the Junction Box for the GPEP will be identical to all others.
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PBS 5.1.1 : Acoustic receiver module (ACOUSTIC_RX)
The reception (Rx) module is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the
French company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Detects the acoustic signals emitted by the emitter-receiver (RxTx) modules
●
●

Time-stamps the detection time with respect to an external synchronisation signal
On request, sends the measurements through serial link to the DAQ module for a transfer
to the Shore Station

Description :
Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

RX_CARDS

Acoustic receiver
electronics boards :
- CPU board
- DSP board
- Preamplifier board

5.1.1.1

LCM crate

RX_HYDROPHONE

Acoustic receiver
hydrophone + cable

5.1.1.2

OMF

RX_HYDRO_BULKHEAD

Bulkhead of
hydrophone cable

5.1.1.3

LCM
endplate

The Rx module is composed of a set of 3 electronic boards located in the LCM container and of
a hydrophone with its waterproof cable.
The 3 electronic boards are the following :
❍ CPU card dealing with RS485 communications
DSP card for digital detection of the acoustic signal and for time-stamping
❍ Preamplifier card
The hydrophone has a bandwidth including the 40-65 kHz band and a directivity > 60°. Its
maximal immersion is 3000 m. The hydrophone is linked to a electrical cable (shielded twisted pair)
via a penetrator.
❍

A schematic diagram of the Acoustic Receiver Module is shown below :
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Description of interfaces :
● Mechanics :
❍

The electronic boards have a standard ANTARES circular shape.

❍

The width of each equipped card is about 20 mm

The interconnection of the electronic boards to the backplane is carried out by 1/2
DIN 41612 shape C connectors with 48 contacts
❍ The hydrophone is held on the OMF by a mechanical interface
Connections :
❍

●

❍

The hydrophone cable is composed of a single electrical shielded pair. Its length is
1 metre.

The hydrophone cable is equipped with a waterproof male plug SUBCONN
IL3MGP
❍ On the LCM endplate, the hydrophone cable is plugged to a waterproof female
bulkhead SUBCONN BH3FGP-Ti/40mm with 3 contacts
Power :
❍

●

❍
●

5 VDC +/- 5% with 1 A delivered through the backplane to the board connectors

Synchro : 2 synchronisation signals have to be delivered by the clock card :
❍

Slow synchro : LVDS positive signal with duration larger than 1 µs and period
tuneable between 1 s and 10 min in 1 s steps

Fast synchro : LVDS positive signal with duration larger than 1 µs and period
tuneable between 100 ms and 10 s in 10 ms steps
State bit :
❍

●

❍

This signal indicating the state of the Rx module is available on the CPU board
connector.

This signal is either +5 V (state OK) or 0 V (state bad)
Data ready bit :
❍

●
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❍

This signal, available on the CPU board connector, informs the DAQ module when
the data are ready to be sent on the serial link.

This signal is either +5 V (data ready) or 0 V (no data ready).
Communications :
❍

●

❍

RS485 serial link at 19200 bytes/sec with 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity

❍

Protocol used is MODBUS with RTU format

Communication messages in positioning mode (messages shown in ASCII, to be transformed in
RTU) :
● Interrogation command by the DAQ LCM :
CRLF

Answer message (exemple with 5 acoustic emissions in positioning cycle) :
POS(SLE=xxxxxxx T01= ttttttttt N01=nnnnn T02=ttttttttt N02=nnnnn T03=ttttttttt
N03=nnnn T04=ttttttttt N04=nnnnn T05=ttttttttt N05=nnnnn)CRLF
where :
●

●
●

●
●

SLE=xxxxxxx : Number of positioning cycle (format %7d max, range = [0,1000000])
T01=ttttttttt : measured travel time in 0.1 µs unit (format %9d max, range =
[0,100000000] * 0.1 µs)
N01=nnnnn : acoustic signal amplitude received (format %5d max, range = [0,65535])
CRLF : Carriage Return, Line Feed (Ascii code $0D$0A)

Communication messages in configuration mode (messages shown in ASCII, to be transformed
in RTU) :
● configuration command send to the Receiver module (e.g. with 5 acoustic emissions in
positioning cycle) :
WCR(NC=05 CNR01[FR=fffff,CG=c,GA=gg,GN=hhh,SR=sssss,
DE=ddddd,WD=xxxxxxxx,WF=xxxxxxxx]
CNR02[FR=fffff,CG=c,GA=gg,GN=hhh,SR=sssss,
DE=ddddd,WD=xxxxxxxx,WF=xxxxxxxx]…
CNR05[FR=fffff,CG=c,GA=gg,GN=hhh,SR=sssss,
DE=ddddd,WD=xxxxxxxx,WF=xxxxxxxx]CRLF
● Answer message :
<WCR(OK)CRLF
where :
●

NC=xx : total number of elementary cycles (format %2d max, range = [1,20] )

●

FR=fffff : Receiver frequency in Hz (format %5d max, range = [40000,65000] Hz)

●

CG=c :automatic gain control (format %1b, range = [0,1] )

●

GA=gg : Analogue gain in dB (format %2d max, range = [0,80] dB)

●

GN=hhh : Digital gain in dB (format %3d max, range = [-20,20] dB)

●

SR=sssss : Detection threshold (format %5d max, range = [0,65535])

●

DE=ddddd : Maximal detection duration in ms (format %5d max, range = [0,10000] ms)

●

●

●

WD=xxxxxxx : Beginning of the detection time window in µs (format %8d max,
range=[0,10000000] µs)
WF=xxxxxxx : End of the detection time window in µs (format %8d max,
range=[0,10000000] µs)
CRLF : Carriage Return, Line Feed (Ascii code $0D$0A)
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Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning

List of references
3 INS 01 03 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Description technique
3 INS 01 07 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Compte-rendu d'adaptation
et de définition
3 INS 01 08 B Product Breakdown Structure of the Acoustic Positioning System
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PBS 5.1.2 : Acoustic emitter-receiver module
(ACOUSTIC_RXTX)
The emitter-receiver (RxTx) module is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built
by the French company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Emits the acoustic signals to be detected by the receiver (Rx) modules
●

Time-stamps the emission time with respect to an external synchronization signal

●

Detects the acoustic signals emitted by other emitter-receiver (RxTx) modules

●

Time-stamps the detection time with respect to an external synchronization signal

●
●

Reads out the pressure sensor
On request, sends the measurements through serial link to the DAQ module for a transfer
to the Shore Station

Description :
Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

RXTX_CARDS

Acoustic emitter-receiver
electronics boards :
- CPU board
- 2 DSP board
- Preamplifier board
- Power board
- Emission board

5.1.2.1

SCM
crate

RXTX_HYDROPHONE

Acoustic emitter-receiver
transducer + cable

5.1.2.2

BSS

RXTX_HYDRO _BULKHEAD

Bulkhead of
transducer cable

5.1.2.3

SCM
endplate

The RxTx module is composed of a set of 6 electronic boards located in the SCM container
and of a transducer (emitter-receiver hydrophone) with its waterproof cable.
The 6 electronic boards are the following :
❍ 1 CPU card dealing with RS485 communications
❍ 2 DSP card for digital detection of the acoustic signal and for time-stamping
❍ 1 Preamplifier card
❍ 1 Power card
❍ 1 Emission card
The transducer has a bandwidth including the 40-65 kHz band and a directivity > 90°. Its
maximal immersion depth is 3000 m. The hydrophone is linked to an electrical cable (shielded
twisted pair) via a penetrator.
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A schematic diagram of the Acoustic Emitter-Receiver Module is shown below :

Description of interfaces :
● Mechanics :
❍

The electronic boards have a standard ANTARES circular shape.

❍

The width of the DSP, CPU and Preamplifier cards are about 20 mm each.

❍

The width of the Power card is about 50 mm

❍

The width of the Emission card is about 60 mm

❍

❍

●

The interconnection of the electronic boards to the backplane is carried out by 1/2
DIN 41612 shape C connectors with 48 contacts
The hydrophone is held on the BSS by a mechanical interface. It is placed on top of a
pole in order to be located 4 metres above the sea ground.

Connections :
❍

❍

The transducer cable is composed of a single electrical shielded pair. Its length is 5
metres.
The transducer cable is equipped with a waterproof male plug SUBCONN IL3MGP

On the SCM endplate, the transducer cable is plugged to a waterproof female
bulkhead SUBCONN BH3FGP-Ti/40mm with 3 contacts
Power :
❍

●

❍

5 VDC +/- 5% with 6 W delivered through the backplane to the board connectors

❍

48 VDC with 3W delivered through a cable (to be defined) to the Power card
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●

Synchro : 2 synchronisation signals have to be delivered by the clock card :
❍

Slow synchro : LVDS positive signal with duration larger than 1 µs and period
tuneable between 1 s and 10 min in 1 s steps

Fast synchro : LVDS positive signal with duration larger than 1 µs and period
tuneable between 100 ms and 10 s in 10 ms steps
State bit :
❍

●

❍

This signal indicating the state of the Rx module is available on the CPU board
connector.

This signal is either +5 V (state OK) or 0 V (state bad)
Data ready bit :
❍

●

❍

This signal, available on the CPU board connector, informs the DAQ module when
the data are ready to be sent on the serial link.

This signal is either +5 V (data ready) or 0 V (no data ready).
Communications to DAQ :
❍

●

❍

RS485 serial link at 19200 bytes/sec with 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity

Protocol used is MODBUS with RTU format
Interface with Pressure sensor :
❍

●

❍

❍

The pressure sensor is powered by the SCM Power Module through the SCM
backplane
The communication serial link of the pressure sensor is connected to the acoustic
CPU card through the SCM backplane

Communication messages in positioning mode (messages shown in ASCII, to be transformed in
RTU) :
● Interrogation command by the DAQ SCM :
CRLF

Answer message (exemple with 5 acoustic emissions in positioning cycle) :
POS(SLE=xxxxxxx T01= ttttttttt N01=nnnnn T02=ttttttttt N02=nnnnn T03=ttttttttt
N03=nnnn T04=ttttttttt N04=nnnnn T05=ttttttttt N05=nnnnn)CRLF
where :
●

●
●

●
●

SLE=xxxxxxx : Number of positioning cycle (format %7d max, range = [0,1000000])
T01=ttttttttt : measured travel time in 0.1 µs unit
(format %9d max, range = [0, 100000000] * 0.1 µs)
N01=nnnnn : acoustic signal amplitude received (format %5d max, range = [0,65535])
CRLF : Carriage Return, Line Feed (Ascii code $0D$0A)

Communication messages in configuration mode (messages shown in ASCII, to be transformed
in RTU) :
● configuration command send to the emitter-receiver module (e.g. with 5 acoustic emission in
positioning cycle and with its acoustic emission at the second fast synchro signal) :
WCT(NC=05 DU=x CNR01[FR=fffff,CG=c,GA=gg,GN=hhh,SR=sssss,
DE=ddddd,WD=xxxxxxxx,WF=xxxxxxxx]
CNT02[FT=fffff,NE=x,DT=xxx,RT=xxx]…
CNR05[FR=fffff,CG=c,GA=gg,GN=hhh,SR=sssss,
DE=ddddd,WD=xxxxxxxx,WF=xxxxxxxx]CRLF
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●

Answer message :
WCT(OK)CRLF

where :
●

NC=xx : total number of elementary cycles (format %2d max, range = [1,20] )

●

DU=x : DSP number when receiving (format %1d, range = [1,2] )

●

FR=fffff : Receiver frequency in Hz (format %5d max, range = [40000,65000] Hz)

●

CG=c :automatic gain control (format %1b, range = [0,1] )

●

GA=gg : Analogue gain in dB (format %2d max, range = [0,80] dB)

●

GN=hhh : Digital gain in dB (format %3d max, range = [-20,20] dB)

●

SR=sssss : Detection threshold (format %5d max, range = [0,65535])

●

DE=ddddd : Maximal detection duration in ms (format %5d max, range = [0,10000] ms)

●

●

WD=xxxxxxx : Beginning of the detection time window in µs (format %8d max,
range=[0,10000000] µs)
WF=xxxxxxx : End of the detection time window in µs (format %8d max,
range=[0,10000000] µs)

●

FT=ttttt : Emission frequency in Hz (format %5d max, range = [40000,65000] Hz)

●

NE=x : Emission level (format %1b, range = [0,1])

●

DT=xxx : Emission duration (format %3d max, range = [1,100] * 100 µs)

●
●

RT=xxx : Emission delay (format %3d max, range = [1,250] * 100 µs)
CRLF = Carriage Return, Line Feed (ASCII code $0D$0A)

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning

List of references
3 INS 01 03 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Description technique
3 INS 01 07 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Compte-rendu d'adaptation
et de définition
3 INS 01 08 B Product Breakdown Structure of the Acoustic Positioning System
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PBS 5.1.3 : Acoustic control system
This control system is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the French
company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Performs the configuration of all the elements of the acoustic positioning system :
RxTx modules, Rx modules, Transponders, sound velocimeters, sound velocimeter-CTDs,
pressure sensors
●
●

●
●

Pilots the acoustic positioning cycles
Receives the raw measurements of acoustic time transits between modules, as well as the
measurements of sound velocities, CTDs and pressures
Reads out the digital barometer
Performs the calculation of the transducers and hydrophones 3D-positions

Description of interfaces :
● The computer of the acoustic control system is a PC with Linux OS.
●

●

●

●

The configuration and running of the acoustic system is carried out by a dedicated software
with a Graphical User Interface written in Pure Java
The position calculation is performed in a separate independent software written in Java
or C
The control system is interfaced with the Master Clock control system in order to pilot
the acoustic measurement cycles
The control system is interfaced with the Shore Station Antares DataBase in order to
read the acoustic raw data and to write the calculated 3D-positions

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning
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PBS 5.1.4 : Pressure sensor (ACOUSTIC_PRESS)
The pressure sensor is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the French
company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Performs a measurement of the local absolute pressure in water
●

Sends the last measurement through the serial link when requested

●

Stores the calibration coefficients internally in memory

Description :
Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

PRESS_SENSOR

Titanium container equipped
with the pressure sensor
and its electronics

5.1.4.1

BSS

PRESS_CABLE

Electrical cable with connectors

5.1.4.2

BSS

PRESS_BULKHEAD

Bulkhead of
pressure sensor cable

5.1.4.3

SCM
endplate

A mechanical drawing of the pressure sensor container is shown below :
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Description of interfaces :
● Mechanics :
❍

❍
❍

❍

Container in titanium TA6V, dimensions : length = 316 mm excluding connector
(L = 370mm including connector ), diameter = 80 mm
Estimated mass and weight : mass = 4.2 kg, weight in water = 26 N
Container equipped with a male waterproof bulkhead with 6 contacts ref SUBCONN
BH6MGP-Ti/40 mm
Interconnection with SCM container performed by a waterproof cable equipped with
2 shielded twisted pairs : 1 for power, 1 for serial link

The pressure sensor container is held on the BSS frame by flanges
Connections :
❍

●

❍
❍

The pressure sensor cable is composed of a 2 electrical shielded pairs.
The transducer cable is equipped with a waterproof female plug SUBCONN
IL6FGP with 6 gold plated contacts at the pressure sensor end and a male plug
SUBCONN IL6MGP with 6 glod plated contacts at the SCM end

On the SCM endplate, the pressure sensor cable is plugged to a waterproof female
bulkhead SUBCONN BH6FGP-Ti/40mm with 6 contacts
Power :
❍

●

❍
❍

●

48 VDC, 50 mA.
Connector pins : 1 = +48 V ; 2 = 0 V (also GND for RS232 link) ; 3 = shielding
(linked to 0 V inside the device).

Communication :
❍

❍

Serial link : RS232 at 19200 bytes/sec with 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no
parity
Connector pins : 4 = Rx probe ; 5 = Tx probe ; 6 = GND (linked to 0 V inside the
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device)
❍

The pressure sensor serial link is directly interfaced to the acoustic RxTx module
CPU card.

Communication messages in measurement mode :
● Interrogation command by the DAQ board :
CRLF

Answer message (14 characters) :
:PR= xxx.xxxCRLF
where :
●

●
●
●

xxx.xxx = value of pressure in bars (format %6.3f, range = [0,250] bars)
CR = Carriage Return (ASCII code $0D)
CRLF = Carriage Return, Line Feed (ASCII code $0D$0A)

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning
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PBS 5.1.5 : Sound velocimeter (ACOUSTIC_SVEL)
The sound velocimeter is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the French
company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Performs a direct measurement of the velocity of sound in water
●

Sends the last measurement through the serial link when requested

●

Stores the calibration coefficients internally in memory

Description :
Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

SVEL_SENSOR

Titanium container
equipped with the sound
velocimeter sensor and its
electronics

5.1.5.1

OMF/BSS

SVEL_CABLE

Electrical cable with
connectors

5.1.5.2

OMF/BSS

SVEL_BULKHEAD

Bulkhead of
sound velocimeter cable

5.1.5.3

LCM/SCM
endplate

A picture of the sound velocimeter is shown below :
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A mechanical drawing of the sound velocimeter is shown below :

Description of interfaces :
● Mechanics :
❍

Container in Titanium TA6V, dimensions : length = 426 mm excluding connector
(L = 481 mm including connector ), diameter = 80 mm
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❍
❍

❍

Estimated mass and weight : mass = 4.6 kg, weight in water = 32 N
Container equipped with a male waterproof connector with 6 contacts ref
SUBCONN BH6MGP-Ti/40 mm
Interconnection with LCM or SCM container performed by a waterproof cable
equipped with 2 shielded twisted pairs : 1 for power, 1 for serial link

The sound velocimeter container is held on the BSS and on the OMF frames by
flanges
Connections :
❍

●

❍

The sound velocimeter cable is composed of a 2 electrical shielded pairs.

The sound velocimeter cable is equipped with a waterproof female plug SUBCONN
IL6FGP with 6 gold plated contacts at the sound velocimeter end and a male plug
SUBCONN IL6MGP with 6 gold plated contacts at the LCM/SCM end
❍ On the LCM/SCM endplate, the sound velocimeter cable is plugged to a waterproof
female bulkhead SUBCONN BH6FGP-Ti/40mm with 6 contacts
Power :
❍

●

❍
❍

●

48 VDC, 50 mA.
Connector pins : 1 = +48 V ; 2 = 0 V (also GND for RS232 link) ; 3 = shielding
(linked to 0 V inside the device).

Communication :
❍

❍

❍
❍

Serial link : RS232 at 19200 bytes/sec with 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no
parity.
Connector pins : 4 = Rx probe ; 5 = Tx probe ; 6 = shielding (linked to 0 V inside the
device)
Maximal interrogation rate is 1 every 1.5 sec.
The sound velocimeter serial link is directly interfaced with the RS232 port of the
DAQ processor board located in some LCMs and in some SCMs

Communication messages in measurement mode :
● Interrogation command by the DAQ board :
CRLF

Answer message (15 characters) :
:CE= xxxx.xxxCRLF
where :
●

●
●
●

xxxx.xxx = value of sound velocity in m/s (format %7.3f, range = [1400,1600] m/s)
CR = Carriage Return (ASCII code $0D)
CRLF = Carriage Return, Line Feed (ASCII code $0D$0A)

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning
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PBS 5.1.6 : Sound velocimeter-CTD
(ACOUSTIC_SVEL-CTD)
The sound velocimeter-CTD is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the
French company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Performs a direct measurement of the velocity of sound in water
●

Performs measurements of conductivity, temperature and pressure

●

Sends the last measurements through the serial link when requested

●

Stores the calibration coefficients internally in memory

Description :
Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

SVEL-CTD_SENSOR

Titanium container
equipped with the
sound velocimeter
and CTD sensors
and their electronics

5.1.6.1

OMF/BSS

SVEL-CTD_CABLE

Electrical cable with
connectors

5.1.6.2

OMF/BSS

SVEL-CTD_BULKHEAD

Bulkhead of
sound
velocimeter-CTD
cable

5.1.6.3

LCM/SCM
endplate

A mechanical drawing of the sound velocimeter-CTD is shown below:
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Description of interfaces :
● Mechanics :
❍

❍
❍

❍

Container in titanium TA6V, dimensions : length = 474 mm excluding connector
(L = 540 mm including connector ), diameter = 160 mm
Estimated mass and weight : mass = 13 kg, weight in water = 70 N
Container equipped with a male waterproof connector with 6 contacts ref
SUBCONN BH6MGP-Ti/40 mm
Interconnection with LCM and with SCM containers perfomed by a waterproof cable
equipped with 2 shielded twisted pairs : 1 for power, 1 for serial link

The sound velocimeter-CTD container is held on the BSS and on the OMF frames by
flanges
Connectics :
❍

●

❍
❍

The sound velocimeter-CTD cable is composed of a 2 electrical shielded pairs.
The sound velocimeter-CTD cable is equipped with a waterproof female plug
SUBCONN IL6FGP with 6 gold plated contacts at the sound velocimeter-CTD end
and a male plug SUBCONN IL6MGP with 6 gold plated contacts at the LCM/SCM
end

On the LCM/SCM endplate, the sound velocimeter-CTD cable is plugged to a
waterproof female bulkhead SUBCONN BH6FGP-Ti/40mm with 6 contacts
Power needed :
❍

●

❍
❍

●

48 VDC, 75 mA.
Connector pins : 1 = +48 V ; 2 = 0 V (also GND for RS232 link) ; 3 = shielding
(linked to 0 V inside the device).

Communications :
❍

Serial link : RS232 at 19200 bytes/sec with 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no
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❍

parity.
Connector pins : 4 = Rx probe ; 5 = Tx probe ; 6 = GND (linked to 0 V inside the
device)

❍

Maximal interrogation rate is 1 every 1.5 sec.

❍

The sound velocimeter-CTD serial link is directly interfacedwith the RS232 port of
the DAQ processor board located in some LCMs and in some SCMs

Communication messages in measurement mode :
● Interrogation command by the DAQ board :
CRLF

Answer message (49 characters) :
:CE= xxxx.xxx PR= ppp.ppp CO= cc.ccc TE= tt.tttCRLF
where :
●

●

xxxx.xxx = value of sound velocity in m/s (format %7.3f, range = [1400,1600] m/s)

●

ppp.ppp = value of pressure in bars (format %6.3f, range = [0,250] bars)

●

cc.ccc

= value of conductivity in mS/cm (format %5.3f, range = [0,75] mS/cm)

●

tt.ttt

= value of temperature in °C (format %5.3f, range = [0,35] °C)

●

CR

●

= Carriage Return (Ascii code $0D)
CRLF = Carriage Return, Line Feed (Ascii code $0D$0A)

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning
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PBS 5.1.7 : Acoustic transponder
The acoustic transponder is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the
French company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Plays the role of fixed acoustic beacon placed on the ground around the detector string
●

●

●

In positioning mode : sends back an acoustic signal at individual frequency F1-F4 when
receiving an acoustic signal at the common frequency F0
In auto-calibration mode : measures acoustic signal travel time between a Master
Transponder and a Slave Transponder
Communicates with the Emitter-Receiver modules through acoustic modem functionality

Description :

Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

TRANSP_CONTAINER

Transponder electronics
container

5.1.7.1

Acoustic
transponder frame

TRANSP_HYDROPHONE

Transponder transducer

5.1.7.2

Acoustic
transponder frame

TRANSP_CABLE

Transponder
transducer link cable to
electronics container

5.1.7.3

Acoustic
transponder frame

TRANSP_FRAME

Transponder aluminium
pyramidal supporting frame

5.1.7.4

Acoustic
transponder base

TRANSP_BASE

Releasable steel base for
transponder supporting
frame

5.1.7.5

Sea ground

The acoustic transponder is composed of an electronic module powered by batteries, included in a
hard anodized aluminium container, and a transducer (Emission-Reception hydrophone) and its link
cable. The transponder is attached to a pyramidal structure composed of an aluminium frame and a
releasable steel base. In order to recover the transponder, the aluminium frame is equipped with a
MORS RT661B2S acoustic release and four glass spheres ensuring the buoyancy. The transducer is
placed at the top of a pole made from composite material in order to have it at about 4 metres above
the sea ground.
The dimensions of the acoustic transponders are the following :
: 2.65 m
● Height of pyramidal frame without pole
●

Total height of frame with pole

: 4.42 m
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Width of the frame at its base
: 2.25 m
Total mass of equipped frame
: 480 kg
Total weight in water of equipped frame : 2300 N
Length of transponder container
: 1190 mm
Diameter of transponder container
: 190 mm
Mass in air of transponder container
: 51 kg
Weight in water of transponder container : 200 N
A picture of the 4 acoustic transponders is shown below :

The main acoustic characteristics of the 4 transponders are the following :
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Transponder
T1
T2
T3
T4

Common frequency
F0 = 56.889 kHz
F0 = 56.889 kHz
F0 = 56.889 kHz
F0 = 56.889 kHz

Individual frequency
F1 = 44.522 kHz
F2 = 46.545 kHz
F3 = 53.895 kHz
F4 = 60.235 kHz

Individual delay
129.023 ms
257.007 ms
384.992 ms
512.975 ms

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning
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PBS 5 : Instrumentation objects
Objects

Description

PBS
number

ACOUSTIC

Acoustic positioning
system

5.1

TILT_COMPASS

Sensor board measuring tilt angles and heading

5.2

LED_OB

Optical Beacon equipped with several LEDs

5.3

LASER_OB

Optical Beacon equipped with a green laser

5.4

INST_LINE

Mini Instrumentation Line

5.5

HUMIDITY

Humidity sensor

5.6

Link to TDR Functional description : Calibration and instrumentation
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PBS 5.1 : Acoustic positioning system
The Acoustic Positioning System is developed and built by the French company GENISEA.
The system is based on transit time measurements of 40-65 kHz acoustic signals between
emitter-receiver modules (RxTx modules) and receiver modules (Rx modules). The RxTx modules
are located on the BSS of each string. The Rx modules are distributed along the lines, one module
being placed on one OMF in every sector.
The raw transit time data are sent to the Shore Station control system for archiving and for
computation of the 3D positions of the acoustic modules.
In addition, the acoustic system uses measurements of pressure sensors, sound velocimeters and
CTD probes.
For the undersea qualification of the sector line and during the first phase of the detector
deployment, the autonomous acoustic transponder developed for the positioning system of Line 5
will be used as additional emission modules. The 4 transponders will be deployed on their
pyramidal structures as a square of 300 m x 300 m around the detector strings.
The elements of the acoustic positioning system are therefore the following :

Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

ACOUSTIC _RX

Acoustic receiver module

5.1.1

1 OMF/sector

ACOUSTIC_RXTX

Acoustic emitter-receiver module

5.1.2

BSS

ACOUSTIC
_CONTROL

Dedicated computer and software
to control the acoustic system

5.1.3

Shore Station

ACOUSTIC _PRESS

Pressure sensor

5.1.4

BSS

ACOUSTIC _SVEL

Measure the sound velocity

5.1.5

few BSS and
few OMF

ACOUSTIC
_SVEL-CTD

Measure the sound velocity and
Conductivity-Temperature-Depth

5.1.6

few BSS and
few OMF

ACOUSTIC _TRANSP

Autonomous acoustic transponder

5.1.7

Optionally
placed around
the detector

ACOUSTIC
_PRESS-ABS

Measure the absolute atmospheric
pressure

5.1.8

Shore Station

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning
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PBS 5.1.1 : Acoustic receiver module (ACOUSTIC_RX)
The reception (Rx) module is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the
French company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Detects the acoustic signals emitted by the emitter-receiver (RxTx) modules
●
●

Time-stamps the detection time with respect to an external synchronisation signal
On request, sends the measurements through serial link to the DAQ module for a transfer
to the Shore Station

Description :
Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

RX_CARDS

Acoustic receiver
electronics boards :
- CPU board
- DSP board
- Preamplifier board

5.1.1.1

LCM crate

RX_HYDROPHONE

Acoustic receiver
hydrophone + cable

5.1.1.2

OMF

RX_HYDRO_BULKHEAD

Bulkhead of
hydrophone cable

5.1.1.3

LCM
endplate

The Rx module is composed of a set of 3 electronic boards located in the LCM container and of
a hydrophone with its waterproof cable.
The 3 electronic boards are the following :
❍ CPU card dealing with RS485 communications
DSP card for digital detection of the acoustic signal and for time-stamping
❍ Preamplifier card
The hydrophone has a bandwidth including the 40-65 kHz band and a directivity > 60°. Its
maximal immersion is 3000 m. The hydrophone is linked to a electrical cable (shielded twisted pair)
via a penetrator.
❍

A schematic diagram of the Acoustic Receiver Module is shown below :
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Description of interfaces :
● Mechanics :
❍

The electronic boards have a standard ANTARES circular shape.

❍

The width of each equipped card is about 20 mm

The interconnection of the electronic boards to the backplane is carried out by 1/2
DIN 41612 shape C connectors with 48 contacts
❍ The hydrophone is held on the OMF by a mechanical interface
Connections :
❍

●

❍

The hydrophone cable is composed of a single electrical shielded pair. Its length is
1 metre.

The hydrophone cable is equipped with a waterproof male plug SUBCONN
IL3MGP
❍ On the LCM endplate, the hydrophone cable is plugged to a waterproof female
bulkhead SUBCONN BH3FGP-Ti/40mm with 3 contacts
Power :
❍

●

❍
●

5 VDC +/- 5% with 1 A delivered through the backplane to the board connectors

Synchro : 2 synchronisation signals have to be delivered by the clock card :
❍

Slow synchro : LVDS positive signal with duration larger than 1 µs and period
tuneable between 1 s and 10 min in 1 s steps

Fast synchro : LVDS positive signal with duration larger than 1 µs and period
tuneable between 100 ms and 10 s in 10 ms steps
State bit :
❍

●

❍

This signal indicating the state of the Rx module is available on the CPU board
connector.

This signal is either +5 V (state OK) or 0 V (state bad)
Data ready bit :
❍

●
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❍

This signal, available on the CPU board connector, informs the DAQ module when
the data are ready to be sent on the serial link.

This signal is either +5 V (data ready) or 0 V (no data ready).
Communications :
❍

●

❍

RS485 serial link at 19200 bytes/sec with 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity

❍

Protocol used is MODBUS with RTU format

Communication messages in positioning mode (messages shown in ASCII, to be transformed in
RTU) :
● Interrogation command by the DAQ LCM :
CRLF

Answer message (exemple with 5 acoustic emissions in positioning cycle) :
POS(SLE=xxxxxxx T01= ttttttttt N01=nnnnn T02=ttttttttt N02=nnnnn T03=ttttttttt
N03=nnnn T04=ttttttttt N04=nnnnn T05=ttttttttt N05=nnnnn)CRLF
where :
●

●
●

●
●

SLE=xxxxxxx : Number of positioning cycle (format %7d max, range = [0,1000000])
T01=ttttttttt : measured travel time in 0.1 µs unit (format %9d max, range =
[0,100000000] * 0.1 µs)
N01=nnnnn : acoustic signal amplitude received (format %5d max, range = [0,65535])
CRLF : Carriage Return, Line Feed (Ascii code $0D$0A)

Communication messages in configuration mode (messages shown in ASCII, to be transformed
in RTU) :
● configuration command send to the Receiver module (e.g. with 5 acoustic emissions in
positioning cycle) :
WCR(NC=05 CNR01[FR=fffff,CG=c,GA=gg,GN=hhh,SR=sssss,
DE=ddddd,WD=xxxxxxxx,WF=xxxxxxxx]
CNR02[FR=fffff,CG=c,GA=gg,GN=hhh,SR=sssss,
DE=ddddd,WD=xxxxxxxx,WF=xxxxxxxx]…
CNR05[FR=fffff,CG=c,GA=gg,GN=hhh,SR=sssss,
DE=ddddd,WD=xxxxxxxx,WF=xxxxxxxx]CRLF
● Answer message :
<WCR(OK)CRLF
where :
●

NC=xx : total number of elementary cycles (format %2d max, range = [1,20] )

●

FR=fffff : Receiver frequency in Hz (format %5d max, range = [40000,65000] Hz)

●

CG=c :automatic gain control (format %1b, range = [0,1] )

●

GA=gg : Analogue gain in dB (format %2d max, range = [0,80] dB)

●

GN=hhh : Digital gain in dB (format %3d max, range = [-20,20] dB)

●

SR=sssss : Detection threshold (format %5d max, range = [0,65535])

●

DE=ddddd : Maximal detection duration in ms (format %5d max, range = [0,10000] ms)

●

●

●

WD=xxxxxxx : Beginning of the detection time window in µs (format %8d max,
range=[0,10000000] µs)
WF=xxxxxxx : End of the detection time window in µs (format %8d max,
range=[0,10000000] µs)
CRLF : Carriage Return, Line Feed (Ascii code $0D$0A)
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PBS 5.1.2 : Acoustic emitter-receiver module
(ACOUSTIC_RXTX)
The emitter-receiver (RxTx) module is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built
by the French company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Emits the acoustic signals to be detected by the receiver (Rx) modules
●

Time-stamps the emission time with respect to an external synchronization signal

●

Detects the acoustic signals emitted by other emitter-receiver (RxTx) modules

●

Time-stamps the detection time with respect to an external synchronization signal

●
●

Reads out the pressure sensor
On request, sends the measurements through serial link to the DAQ module for a transfer
to the Shore Station

Description :
Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

RXTX_CARDS

Acoustic emitter-receiver
electronics boards :
- CPU board
- 2 DSP board
- Preamplifier board
- Power board
- Emission board

5.1.2.1

SCM
crate

RXTX_HYDROPHONE

Acoustic emitter-receiver
transducer + cable

5.1.2.2

BSS

RXTX_HYDRO _BULKHEAD

Bulkhead of
transducer cable

5.1.2.3

SCM
endplate

The RxTx module is composed of a set of 6 electronic boards located in the SCM container
and of a transducer (emitter-receiver hydrophone) with its waterproof cable.
The 6 electronic boards are the following :
❍ 1 CPU card dealing with RS485 communications
❍ 2 DSP card for digital detection of the acoustic signal and for time-stamping
❍ 1 Preamplifier card
❍ 1 Power card
❍ 1 Emission card
The transducer has a bandwidth including the 40-65 kHz band and a directivity > 90°. Its
maximal immersion depth is 3000 m. The hydrophone is linked to an electrical cable (shielded
twisted pair) via a penetrator.
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A schematic diagram of the Acoustic Emitter-Receiver Module is shown below :

Description of interfaces :
● Mechanics :
❍

The electronic boards have a standard ANTARES circular shape.

❍

The width of the DSP, CPU and Preamplifier cards are about 20 mm each.

❍

The width of the Power card is about 50 mm

❍

The width of the Emission card is about 60 mm

❍

❍

●

The interconnection of the electronic boards to the backplane is carried out by 1/2
DIN 41612 shape C connectors with 48 contacts
The hydrophone is held on the BSS by a mechanical interface. It is placed on top of a
pole in order to be located 4 metres above the sea ground.

Connections :
❍

❍

The transducer cable is composed of a single electrical shielded pair. Its length is 5
metres.
The transducer cable is equipped with a waterproof male plug SUBCONN IL3MGP

On the SCM endplate, the transducer cable is plugged to a waterproof female
bulkhead SUBCONN BH3FGP-Ti/40mm with 3 contacts
Power :
❍

●

❍

5 VDC +/- 5% with 6 W delivered through the backplane to the board connectors

❍

48 VDC with 3W delivered through a cable (to be defined) to the Power card
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●

Synchro : 2 synchronisation signals have to be delivered by the clock card :
❍

Slow synchro : LVDS positive signal with duration larger than 1 µs and period
tuneable between 1 s and 10 min in 1 s steps

Fast synchro : LVDS positive signal with duration larger than 1 µs and period
tuneable between 100 ms and 10 s in 10 ms steps
State bit :
❍

●

❍

This signal indicating the state of the Rx module is available on the CPU board
connector.

This signal is either +5 V (state OK) or 0 V (state bad)
Data ready bit :
❍

●

❍

This signal, available on the CPU board connector, informs the DAQ module when
the data are ready to be sent on the serial link.

This signal is either +5 V (data ready) or 0 V (no data ready).
Communications to DAQ :
❍

●

❍

RS485 serial link at 19200 bytes/sec with 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity

Protocol used is MODBUS with RTU format
Interface with Pressure sensor :
❍

●

❍

❍

The pressure sensor is powered by the SCM Power Module through the SCM
backplane
The communication serial link of the pressure sensor is connected to the acoustic
CPU card through the SCM backplane

Communication messages in positioning mode (messages shown in ASCII, to be transformed in
RTU) :
● Interrogation command by the DAQ SCM :
CRLF

Answer message (exemple with 5 acoustic emissions in positioning cycle) :
POS(SLE=xxxxxxx T01= ttttttttt N01=nnnnn T02=ttttttttt N02=nnnnn T03=ttttttttt
N03=nnnn T04=ttttttttt N04=nnnnn T05=ttttttttt N05=nnnnn)CRLF
where :
●

●
●

●
●

SLE=xxxxxxx : Number of positioning cycle (format %7d max, range = [0,1000000])
T01=ttttttttt : measured travel time in 0.1 µs unit
(format %9d max, range = [0, 100000000] * 0.1 µs)
N01=nnnnn : acoustic signal amplitude received (format %5d max, range = [0,65535])
CRLF : Carriage Return, Line Feed (Ascii code $0D$0A)

Communication messages in configuration mode (messages shown in ASCII, to be transformed
in RTU) :
● configuration command send to the emitter-receiver module (e.g. with 5 acoustic emission in
positioning cycle and with its acoustic emission at the second fast synchro signal) :
WCT(NC=05 DU=x CNR01[FR=fffff,CG=c,GA=gg,GN=hhh,SR=sssss,
DE=ddddd,WD=xxxxxxxx,WF=xxxxxxxx]
CNT02[FT=fffff,NE=x,DT=xxx,RT=xxx]…
CNR05[FR=fffff,CG=c,GA=gg,GN=hhh,SR=sssss,
DE=ddddd,WD=xxxxxxxx,WF=xxxxxxxx]CRLF
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●

Answer message :
WCT(OK)CRLF

where :
●

NC=xx : total number of elementary cycles (format %2d max, range = [1,20] )

●

DU=x : DSP number when receiving (format %1d, range = [1,2] )

●

FR=fffff : Receiver frequency in Hz (format %5d max, range = [40000,65000] Hz)

●

CG=c :automatic gain control (format %1b, range = [0,1] )

●

GA=gg : Analogue gain in dB (format %2d max, range = [0,80] dB)

●

GN=hhh : Digital gain in dB (format %3d max, range = [-20,20] dB)

●

SR=sssss : Detection threshold (format %5d max, range = [0,65535])

●

DE=ddddd : Maximal detection duration in ms (format %5d max, range = [0,10000] ms)

●

●

WD=xxxxxxx : Beginning of the detection time window in µs (format %8d max,
range=[0,10000000] µs)
WF=xxxxxxx : End of the detection time window in µs (format %8d max,
range=[0,10000000] µs)

●

FT=ttttt : Emission frequency in Hz (format %5d max, range = [40000,65000] Hz)

●

NE=x : Emission level (format %1b, range = [0,1])

●

DT=xxx : Emission duration (format %3d max, range = [1,100] * 100 µs)

●
●

RT=xxx : Emission delay (format %3d max, range = [1,250] * 100 µs)
CRLF = Carriage Return, Line Feed (ASCII code $0D$0A)

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning

List of references
3 INS 01 03 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Description technique
3 INS 01 07 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Compte-rendu d'adaptation
et de définition
3 INS 01 08 B Product Breakdown Structure of the Acoustic Positioning System
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PBS 5.1.3 : Acoustic control system
This control system is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the French
company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Performs the configuration of all the elements of the acoustic positioning system :
RxTx modules, Rx modules, Transponders, sound velocimeters, sound velocimeter-CTDs,
pressure sensors
●
●

●
●

Pilots the acoustic positioning cycles
Receives the raw measurements of acoustic time transits between modules, as well as the
measurements of sound velocities, CTDs and pressures
Reads out the digital barometer
Performs the calculation of the transducers and hydrophones 3D-positions

Description of interfaces :
● The computer of the acoustic control system is a PC with Linux OS.
●

●

●

●

The configuration and running of the acoustic system is carried out by a dedicated software
with a Graphical User Interface written in Pure Java
The position calculation is performed in a separate independent software written in Java
or C
The control system is interfaced with the Master Clock control system in order to pilot
the acoustic measurement cycles
The control system is interfaced with the Shore Station Antares DataBase in order to
read the acoustic raw data and to write the calculated 3D-positions

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning

List of references
3 INS 01 03 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Description technique
3 INS 01 07 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Compte-rendu d'adaptation
et de définition
3 INS 01 08 B Product Breakdown Structure of the Acoustic Positioning System
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PBS 5.1.4 : Pressure sensor (ACOUSTIC_PRESS)
The pressure sensor is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the French
company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Performs a measurement of the local absolute pressure in water
●

Sends the last measurement through the serial link when requested

●

Stores the calibration coefficients internally in memory

Description :
Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

PRESS_SENSOR

Titanium container equipped
with the pressure sensor
and its electronics

5.1.4.1

BSS

PRESS_CABLE

Electrical cable with connectors

5.1.4.2

BSS

PRESS_BULKHEAD

Bulkhead of
pressure sensor cable

5.1.4.3

SCM
endplate

A mechanical drawing of the pressure sensor container is shown below :
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Description of interfaces :
● Mechanics :
❍

❍
❍

❍

Container in titanium TA6V, dimensions : length = 316 mm excluding connector
(L = 370mm including connector ), diameter = 80 mm
Estimated mass and weight : mass = 4.2 kg, weight in water = 26 N
Container equipped with a male waterproof bulkhead with 6 contacts ref SUBCONN
BH6MGP-Ti/40 mm
Interconnection with SCM container performed by a waterproof cable equipped with
2 shielded twisted pairs : 1 for power, 1 for serial link

The pressure sensor container is held on the BSS frame by flanges
Connections :
❍

●

❍
❍

The pressure sensor cable is composed of a 2 electrical shielded pairs.
The transducer cable is equipped with a waterproof female plug SUBCONN
IL6FGP with 6 gold plated contacts at the pressure sensor end and a male plug
SUBCONN IL6MGP with 6 glod plated contacts at the SCM end

On the SCM endplate, the pressure sensor cable is plugged to a waterproof female
bulkhead SUBCONN BH6FGP-Ti/40mm with 6 contacts
Power :
❍

●

❍
❍

●

48 VDC, 50 mA.
Connector pins : 1 = +48 V ; 2 = 0 V (also GND for RS232 link) ; 3 = shielding
(linked to 0 V inside the device).

Communication :
❍

❍

Serial link : RS232 at 19200 bytes/sec with 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no
parity
Connector pins : 4 = Rx probe ; 5 = Tx probe ; 6 = GND (linked to 0 V inside the
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device)
❍

The pressure sensor serial link is directly interfaced to the acoustic RxTx module
CPU card.

Communication messages in measurement mode :
● Interrogation command by the DAQ board :
CRLF

Answer message (14 characters) :
:PR= xxx.xxxCRLF
where :
●

●
●
●

xxx.xxx = value of pressure in bars (format %6.3f, range = [0,250] bars)
CR = Carriage Return (ASCII code $0D)
CRLF = Carriage Return, Line Feed (ASCII code $0D$0A)

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning

List of references
3 INS 01 03 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Description technique
3 INS 01 07 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Compte-rendu d'adaptation
et de définition
3 INS 01 08 B Product Breakdown Structure of the Acoustic Positioning System
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PBS 5.1.5 : Sound velocimeter (ACOUSTIC_SVEL)
The sound velocimeter is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the French
company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Performs a direct measurement of the velocity of sound in water
●

Sends the last measurement through the serial link when requested

●

Stores the calibration coefficients internally in memory

Description :
Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

SVEL_SENSOR

Titanium container
equipped with the sound
velocimeter sensor and its
electronics

5.1.5.1

OMF/BSS

SVEL_CABLE

Electrical cable with
connectors

5.1.5.2

OMF/BSS

SVEL_BULKHEAD

Bulkhead of
sound velocimeter cable

5.1.5.3

LCM/SCM
endplate

A picture of the sound velocimeter is shown below :
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A mechanical drawing of the sound velocimeter is shown below :

Description of interfaces :
● Mechanics :
❍

Container in Titanium TA6V, dimensions : length = 426 mm excluding connector
(L = 481 mm including connector ), diameter = 80 mm
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❍
❍

❍

Estimated mass and weight : mass = 4.6 kg, weight in water = 32 N
Container equipped with a male waterproof connector with 6 contacts ref
SUBCONN BH6MGP-Ti/40 mm
Interconnection with LCM or SCM container performed by a waterproof cable
equipped with 2 shielded twisted pairs : 1 for power, 1 for serial link

The sound velocimeter container is held on the BSS and on the OMF frames by
flanges
Connections :
❍

●

❍

The sound velocimeter cable is composed of a 2 electrical shielded pairs.

The sound velocimeter cable is equipped with a waterproof female plug SUBCONN
IL6FGP with 6 gold plated contacts at the sound velocimeter end and a male plug
SUBCONN IL6MGP with 6 gold plated contacts at the LCM/SCM end
❍ On the LCM/SCM endplate, the sound velocimeter cable is plugged to a waterproof
female bulkhead SUBCONN BH6FGP-Ti/40mm with 6 contacts
Power :
❍

●

❍
❍

●

48 VDC, 50 mA.
Connector pins : 1 = +48 V ; 2 = 0 V (also GND for RS232 link) ; 3 = shielding
(linked to 0 V inside the device).

Communication :
❍

❍

❍
❍

Serial link : RS232 at 19200 bytes/sec with 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no
parity.
Connector pins : 4 = Rx probe ; 5 = Tx probe ; 6 = shielding (linked to 0 V inside the
device)
Maximal interrogation rate is 1 every 1.5 sec.
The sound velocimeter serial link is directly interfaced with the RS232 port of the
DAQ processor board located in some LCMs and in some SCMs

Communication messages in measurement mode :
● Interrogation command by the DAQ board :
CRLF

Answer message (15 characters) :
:CE= xxxx.xxxCRLF
where :
●

●
●
●

xxxx.xxx = value of sound velocity in m/s (format %7.3f, range = [1400,1600] m/s)
CR = Carriage Return (ASCII code $0D)
CRLF = Carriage Return, Line Feed (ASCII code $0D$0A)

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning

List of references
3 INS 01 03 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Description technique
3 INS 01 07 A Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Compte-rendu
d'adaptation et de définition
3 INS 01 08 B Product Breakdown Structure of the Acoustic Positioning System
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PBS 5.1.6 : Sound velocimeter-CTD
(ACOUSTIC_SVEL-CTD)
The sound velocimeter-CTD is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the
French company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Performs a direct measurement of the velocity of sound in water
●

Performs measurements of conductivity, temperature and pressure

●

Sends the last measurements through the serial link when requested

●

Stores the calibration coefficients internally in memory

Description :
Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

SVEL-CTD_SENSOR

Titanium container
equipped with the
sound velocimeter
and CTD sensors
and their electronics

5.1.6.1

OMF/BSS

SVEL-CTD_CABLE

Electrical cable with
connectors

5.1.6.2

OMF/BSS

SVEL-CTD_BULKHEAD

Bulkhead of
sound
velocimeter-CTD
cable

5.1.6.3

LCM/SCM
endplate

A mechanical drawing of the sound velocimeter-CTD is shown below:
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Description of interfaces :
● Mechanics :
❍

❍
❍

❍

Container in titanium TA6V, dimensions : length = 474 mm excluding connector
(L = 540 mm including connector ), diameter = 160 mm
Estimated mass and weight : mass = 13 kg, weight in water = 70 N
Container equipped with a male waterproof connector with 6 contacts ref
SUBCONN BH6MGP-Ti/40 mm
Interconnection with LCM and with SCM containers perfomed by a waterproof cable
equipped with 2 shielded twisted pairs : 1 for power, 1 for serial link

The sound velocimeter-CTD container is held on the BSS and on the OMF frames by
flanges
Connectics :
❍

●

❍
❍

The sound velocimeter-CTD cable is composed of a 2 electrical shielded pairs.
The sound velocimeter-CTD cable is equipped with a waterproof female plug
SUBCONN IL6FGP with 6 gold plated contacts at the sound velocimeter-CTD end
and a male plug SUBCONN IL6MGP with 6 gold plated contacts at the LCM/SCM
end

On the LCM/SCM endplate, the sound velocimeter-CTD cable is plugged to a
waterproof female bulkhead SUBCONN BH6FGP-Ti/40mm with 6 contacts
Power needed :
❍

●

❍
❍

●

48 VDC, 75 mA.
Connector pins : 1 = +48 V ; 2 = 0 V (also GND for RS232 link) ; 3 = shielding
(linked to 0 V inside the device).

Communications :
❍

Serial link : RS232 at 19200 bytes/sec with 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no
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❍

parity.
Connector pins : 4 = Rx probe ; 5 = Tx probe ; 6 = GND (linked to 0 V inside the
device)

❍

Maximal interrogation rate is 1 every 1.5 sec.

❍

The sound velocimeter-CTD serial link is directly interfacedwith the RS232 port of
the DAQ processor board located in some LCMs and in some SCMs

Communication messages in measurement mode :
● Interrogation command by the DAQ board :
CRLF

Answer message (49 characters) :
:CE= xxxx.xxx PR= ppp.ppp CO= cc.ccc TE= tt.tttCRLF
where :
●

●

xxxx.xxx = value of sound velocity in m/s (format %7.3f, range = [1400,1600] m/s)

●

ppp.ppp = value of pressure in bars (format %6.3f, range = [0,250] bars)

●

cc.ccc

= value of conductivity in mS/cm (format %5.3f, range = [0,75] mS/cm)

●

tt.ttt

= value of temperature in °C (format %5.3f, range = [0,35] °C)

●

CR

●

= Carriage Return (Ascii code $0D)
CRLF = Carriage Return, Line Feed (Ascii code $0D$0A)

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning

List of references
3 INS 01 03 B Système de positionnement acoustique Base Longue : Description technique
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et de définition
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PBS 5.1.7 : Acoustic transponder
The acoustic transponder is part of the Acoustic Positioning System developed and built by the
French company GENISEA.
Specifications :
● Plays the role of fixed acoustic beacon placed on the ground around the detector string
●

●

●

In positioning mode : sends back an acoustic signal at individual frequency F1-F4 when
receiving an acoustic signal at the common frequency F0
In auto-calibration mode : measures acoustic signal travel time between a Master
Transponder and a Slave Transponder
Communicates with the Emitter-Receiver modules through acoustic modem functionality

Description :

Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

TRANSP_CONTAINER

Transponder electronics
container

5.1.7.1

Acoustic
transponder frame

TRANSP_HYDROPHONE

Transponder transducer

5.1.7.2

Acoustic
transponder frame

TRANSP_CABLE

Transponder
transducer link cable to
electronics container

5.1.7.3

Acoustic
transponder frame

TRANSP_FRAME

Transponder aluminium
pyramidal supporting frame

5.1.7.4

Acoustic
transponder base

TRANSP_BASE

Releasable steel base for
transponder supporting
frame

5.1.7.5

Sea ground

The acoustic transponder is composed of an electronic module powered by batteries, included in a
hard anodized aluminium container, and a transducer (Emission-Reception hydrophone) and its link
cable. The transponder is attached to a pyramidal structure composed of an aluminium frame and a
releasable steel base. In order to recover the transponder, the aluminium frame is equipped with a
MORS RT661B2S acoustic release and four glass spheres ensuring the buoyancy. The transducer is
placed at the top of a pole made from composite material in order to have it at about 4 metres above
the sea ground.
The dimensions of the acoustic transponders are the following :
: 2.65 m
● Height of pyramidal frame without pole
●

Total height of frame with pole

: 4.42 m
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Width of the frame at its base
: 2.25 m
Total mass of equipped frame
: 480 kg
Total weight in water of equipped frame : 2300 N
Length of transponder container
: 1190 mm
Diameter of transponder container
: 190 mm
Mass in air of transponder container
: 51 kg
Weight in water of transponder container : 200 N
A picture of the 4 acoustic transponders is shown below :

The main acoustic characteristics of the 4 transponders are the following :
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Transponder
T1
T2
T3
T4

Common frequency
F0 = 56.889 kHz
F0 = 56.889 kHz
F0 = 56.889 kHz
F0 = 56.889 kHz

Individual frequency
F1 = 44.522 kHz
F2 = 46.545 kHz
F3 = 53.895 kHz
F4 = 60.235 kHz

Individual delay
129.023 ms
257.007 ms
384.992 ms
512.975 ms

Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning
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PBS 5.2 : Tiltmeter-compass sensor (TILT_COMPASS)

Object
TILT_COMPASS

PBS
number

location

5.2

on COMPASS_MB
card
located in LCM/SCM

Specifications:
●

●
●

Performs measurements of the two components of the tilt angle (roll and pitch angles) of the
sensor board with respect to the horizontal in degrees
Performs measurements of the three components of the magnetic field in microtesla
Compute the sensor board heading with respect to Magnetic North in degrees using the magnetic
field components and the tilt values

●

Integrates a built-in hard iron distortion correction system

●

Performs measurements of the ambient temperature in degrees Celsius

●

On request, sends last measured values through RS 232 serial link to DAQ network

Design description
The chosen tiltmeter-compass sensor is a commercial device called TCM2-20 developed by Navigation
Precision Inc. The TCM2 is a single electronic board equipped with :
●
●
●
●

●

a bi-axial tiltmeter
a 3-axis magnetometer
an ADC
a microcontroller for the heading computation, the hard iron calibration and the serial link
communication
a DC/DC converter delivering a regulated voltage to the sensors
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Schematic view of the tiltmeter-compass card
A picture of the TCM2 tiltmeter-compass serie is shown below :

Description of interfaces
●

Mechanics :
❍ Electronic board with a rectangular shape : length = 64 mm, width = 51 mm, height = 28
mm
❍ The TCM2 board has to be fixed horizontally with the sensors above the board
❍

●

Environmental characteristics :
❍ Operating Temperature : -20° to 70 °C
❍

●

Storage Temperature : -30 to 90° C

Power requirements :
❍ Voltage Supply : unregulated 12 VDC
❍

●

weight : 45.4 g

Current consumption : max 20 mA

Communication :
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❍
❍

●

Serial link : RS232C at 19200 bytes/sec with 8 data bits, 1 start bit, 1 stop bit, no parity.
The TCM2 serial link has to be interfaced with a RS485-RS232 Modbus bridge SC card
located in the LCM or in the SCM

Electrical connection :
❍

The connection is carried out by a 10 pins connector ref MOLX 22-03-2101

❍

pin 2 : unregulated input voltage : 12 VDC

❍

pin 3 : power ground : 0 V

❍

pin 4 : Rx RS232 input serial link, -5 V to + 5 V; - 12 V to + 12 V

❍

pin 5 : Tx RS232 output serial link, -5 V to + 5V

❍
❍

pin 7 : data ground : GND 0 V
other pins : not connected

Communication messages in measurement mode:
● Interrogation command :
s?CR
● Answer message :
$C<compass>P<pitch>R<roll>X<Bx>Y<By>Z<Bz>T<temp>E<error>*<checksum>CRLF:CRLF
where :
<compass> = value of heading in degrees (format %2.1f to %4.1f, range = [0,360[ degrees)
<pitch>
= value of pitch angle in degrees (format %2.1f to %4.1f, range = [-20,20] degrees)
<roll>
= value of roll angle in degrees (format %2.1f to %4.1f, range = [-20,20] degrees)
<Bx> = value of magnetic field x-component in µT (format %2.1f to %4.1f, range = [-80,80] µT)
<By> = value of magnetic field y-component in µT (format %2.1f to %4.1f, range = [-80,80] µT)
<Bz> = value of magnetic field z-component in µT (format %2.1f to %4.1f, range = [-80,80] µT)
<temp> = value of temperature in °C (format %2.1f to %4.1f, range = [-20,70] °C)
<error> = optional error code (format %3x)
<checksum> = checksum of the message (format %2x)
CR
= Carriage Return (Ascii code $0D)
CRLF = Carriage Return, Line Feed (Ascii code $0D$0A)
Link to TDR Functional description : Detector relative positioning

List of references
TCM2 Online Manual, http://www.precisionnav.com/tcmmanual.html
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PBS 5.3 : Optical Beacon
Jump to: Overview | Design and Performance | Components | Interface | TDR links | References

Overview
An important requirement in an experiment such as ANTARES is to have a means of accurately
calibrating the device. The calibration measurements required are:
Amplitude calibration
The signal corresponding to a given amount of light must be measured for each photomultiplier tube
(PMT). Both absolute and relative calibrations are required.
Timing calibration
The time taken for the photomultiplier tube to respond to a given signal needs to be known
accurately, since the timing resolution of the telescope ultimately impacts on the pointing accuracy
and hence the overall performance of the device. Once again, relative and absolute timing offsets
need to be measured.
Monitoring of water properties
Water properties such as absorption length and scattering length are known to vary with time at the
ANTARES site.
In order to perform these measurements calibrated sources are required. These may include the
natural Potassium-40 (40K) present in sea water, but it will also be necessary to construct dedicated
light sources for this purpose. Such optical beacons must:
● emit light in the part of the spectrum to which ANTARES is sensitive (350-550nm)
●
●
●

create very narrow pulses of light (few nanoseconds) with a short rise time
generate a well-known number of photons per pulse
be able to run at different output light intensities

Software studies [1], [2] have shown that a pulsed blue light source with a 10%-90% rise time of
2.8ns and a FWHM of 4.0 ns is sufficient to calibrate the timing of the ANTARES detector to the
required accuracy of sub-0.5 ns. For inter-string and inter-storey calibration it is desirable to have
pulsed light sources that are not located inside the optical modules, which leads to the concept of a
separate, dedicated light source, contained in its own pressure-resistant vessel. Such an Optical
Beacon device can be multi-purpose, providing less intense light pulses for timing calibration
measurements and more intense light pulses of different wavelengths for studies of the optical
properties of the surrounding water.
The studies in [1], [2]have shown that one blue LED pulsed with a "Sheffield" pulser [3]
produces sufficient light to illuminate neighbouring strings at the few photoelectron level. Water
property monitoring may require more intense light pulses. Therefore a system is proposed which
has the flexibility to provide up to 2 orders of magnitude in range of the number of photons emitted
per pulse for blue light.
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General Design and Performance
Each optical beacon will comprise a number of blue LEDs mounted on one of 6 "faces" inside a
pressure-resistant cylinder.
It is also desirable to include a PMT inside the beacon as this can provide a true t0 of the light
flash independent of any electronics between the LCM, and the pulser and may give a measure of
the intensity of the light flashes for amplitude calibration purposes. The beacon is powered and
controlled via a cable which links the motherboard inside the optical beacon to the LCM.
The current design has 5 LEDs per face and a total of 6 faces arranged on a hexagonal mounting.
Each LED will emit between 5 x 106 (2 pJ) and 8 x 107 (2 pJ) photons (pJ) per pulse when the
pulser is driven at -7V and -24V respectively. The logic chip on each beacon face permits either 1, 4
or all 5 LEDs to be pulsed simultaneously, thus giving a factor of approximately 80 in the amount of
light yielded by the beacon per pulse.
The LEDs emit light at 470 nm with a FWHM of 15 nm. The light pulse from each LED-pulser
unit has a rise time (10% to 90%) of between 1.8 ns and 2.0 ns and a FWHM of between 4.5 ns and
6.5 ns. The rise time of the pulse is independent of the voltage applied to the pulser, the FWHM
however is greater at low voltage, the values quoted above being for -7V and -24V respectively.
The total power budget of the optical beacon will be known exactly when all the internal
components are finalised, it not expected to exceed 1W.
There will be a total of 4 optical beacons on each detector string. Beacons will be mounted above
the LCM and will be supported by the Optical Module Frame (OMF).

Components
Each optical beacon and its interface to the rest of the ANTARES detector consists of the
following components:
Subsystem Object
BEACON_CABLE
BEACON_CYLINDER
BEACON_FACE
BEACON_MOTHERBOARD
BEACON_MOUNTING

Description
Umbilical link between LCM
and optical beacon
High pressure containment
vessel
PCB with 5 pulser-LEDs and
accompanying logic
Power and Logic Interface
between LCM and optical
beacon
Mechanical structure onto
which optical beacon faces are
mounted

PBS number

Low voltage PMT

5.3.6

BEACON_PMT

5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5

Interface
Mechanically, the optical beacon is supported by the Optical Module Frame. Electrically, all power
requirements, input logic and control signals and output signals are passed to the beacon via the
cable linking the beacon to the LCM.
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Link to TDR Functional description : Timing calibration

List of References:
[1] S. Navas, ANTARES-Cali/1999-001
[2] S. Navas, J. de Dios Zornoza, J. Zuniga, ANTARES-Cali/2000-005
[3] J.E. McMillan, L.F. Thompson, R.A. Brook, 3 INS-03-01-A
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PBS 5.3.1 : Optical Beacon cable
The optical beacons will be connected to the LCM via a cable which carries five 100 ohm
differential twisted pairs. The cable is approximately 2 metres in length and is manufactured by
SUBCONN. The cable has a 12-pin SUBCONN male connector at the LCM end and interfaces with
the Optical Beacon glass container via the penetrator which is an integral part of the detachable
endcap of the glass cylinder.
This connection provides:
● one twisted pair supplying +48V and 0V voltages (all other voltages will be generated inside
the beacon)
● one twisted pair to a UNIV1 module on the beacon motherboard
●

one twisted pair input for triggering purposes

●

one twisted pair output from the Hamamatsu H6870 PMT

one spare twisted pair
The voltage requirements are such that only +48V will be supplied to the optical beacons. The
pulsers will require a voltage between 0V and +24V. Similarly, any voltages needed to drive the
UNIV1 module, the Hamamatsu PMT and any other possible pulsers will be derived using DC to
DC converters on the motherboard inside the optical beacon.
●

One twisted pair will be connected directly to a UNIV1 motherboard via the beacon motherboard
for control purposes. The actual triggers telling the system when to emit a pulse of light will be
received via a second twisted pair. Output from the PMT will be passed back to the LCM via a third
twisted pair.
Link to TDR Functional description : Timing calibration
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PBS 5.3.2 : Optical Beacon cylinder
The optical beacons must be contained in a suitable transparent vessel that is resistant to the high
pressures at deployment depth. The chosen container, manufactured by Nautilus is cylindrical and
has a single detachable endcap that connects and disconnects via titanium flanges as illustrated in
the two images below. The cylinder is fashioned from Borosilicate glass, 14 mm thick and is
pressure tested to 6000 m water equivalent.

Detachable
endcap
(closed)

Detachable
endcap (open)

The overall external dimensions of the cylinder, flanges and endcap are 210mm outer diameter and
443mm length. The endcap is supplied with a pre-drilled 22mm diameter hole equipped with a
feedthrough plus penetrator on the outside of the cylinder and connecting cables on the cylinder
interior, as can be seen in the image below. The penetrator interfaces directly with the connector at
the end of the cable connecting the beacon to the LCM. This image also shows the internal flange
on the endcap which provides support points for any equipment to be mounted inside the cylinder.
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Click here for a full page
version of this image.

The glass housing will be mounted vertically with the detachable endcap facing down and will be
mechanically supported by a collar which forms part of the Optical Module Frame (OMF).
Link to TDR Functional description : Timing calibration
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PBS 5.3.3 : Optical Beacon face
The optical beacon "face" provides the mechanical support for the LED-pulser units and logic,
additional to that on the beacon motherboard, to control the number of pulsers flashed per trigger.
This logic is designed to minimise time differences between the different LEDs on a face.
Each face holds five LED-pulser units arranged so as to locate the five LEDs as close together as
possible. They are controlled through an 8-channel I/O logic chip which is subdivided into 2 blocks
of 4 output channels. By connecting 4 LEDs to one of these half-bytes and 1 LED to the other it is
thus possible to fire either 1 LED, 4 LEDs or all 5 simultaneously.
The beacon face is connected to the beacon motherboard by a 12-pin connector. There will be a
total of 6 beacon faces per optical beacon, each face being mounted at one of the 6 mounting points
on the hexagonal beacon mounting.

Link to TDR Functional description : Timing calibration
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PBS 5.3.4 : Optical Beacon motherboard
The optical beacon motherboard performs two important functions, namely the creation and
distribution of all the voltage levels required in the beacon (from the +48 V input voltage) and the
control of the beacon operation via the UNIV1 module.
A series of high efficiency DC to DC converters will generate voltages needed to power the PMT
(between +11.5 V and +15.5 V), the LED-pulser units (between +7 V and +24 V - via the beacon
face), the logic chip on the beacon face (+5 V) and the UNIV1 module (-5 V).
The heart of the control of the optical beacon will be the UNIV1 module which will process two
separate signals coming in from the ARS motherboard via the cable interconnecting the LCM and
the beacon. One of these two inputs will carry the slow control information required to "configure"
the beacon i.e. how many LED-pulser units will flash and at what intensity. The other input will be
a trigger signal which tells the beacon to "flash_now". The UNIV1 module along with additional
logic on the beacon motherboard will process these signals to produce a trigger pulse sitting on top
of a DC level (denoting the pulse amplitude) which will be fanned out to the beacon faces and hence
on to the LED-pulser units.
Although it is not a specific requirement for calibration purposes, it is foreseen that the beacon
motherboard will also support a "continuous pulsing" mode in which the beacon will flash
repeatedly at a predetermined frequency defined using the clock built into the UNIV1 module. This
mode would be triggered by a "start_pulsing_now" signal and terminated by a "stop_pulsing_now"
signal.
The design of the motherboard is yet to be finalised.
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Schematic of power distribution
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Schematic of control logic
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PBS 5.3.5 : Optical Beacon mounting
The internal components of the optical beacon has 6 "faces" assembled on a hexagonal mounting,
matching the 3-fold rotational symmetry of the Optical Module Frame.

This internal mounting comprises two separate parts which are screwed together. Both are milled
from nylon and so are lightweight and strong. The hexagonal mounting for the 6 faces is hollow,
allowing cables to be passed through to avoid any masking of the light sources. The hexagonal
mounting is connected to a nylon disk which incorporates slots for the 6 connectors - one on each
beacon face. The nylon disk couples directly to the mounting flange on the cylinder endcap as can
be seen in the picture below.
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PBS 5.3.6 : Optical Beacon PMT
The optical beacons will contain a PMT to provide a time stamp from the actual light flash. A
suitable PMT has been identified, namely the Hamamatsu H6780 [1]: it is a small area, fast
response tube which has the additional advantage of being driven by a low voltage. The
specifications of the phototube are as follows:
Operating Voltage

+11.5V to +15.5V

Effective Area

50 mm2

Anode Rise Time

0.65 ns

Power Consumption

450 mW

The physical dimensions of the phototube are 50 mm x 22 mm x 22 mm. It is intended that the PMT
be mounted inside the beacon mounting and be coupled to the LEDs by short pieces of optical fibre
of a known length. This means that the PMT is masked from the bulk of the light in each flash,
which is necessary to avoid problems with saturation.
The PMT receives its power directly from the optical beacon motherboard. The output from the
PMT is fed out of the optical beacon to the ARS motherboard via a shielded twisted pair in the cable
interconnecting the LCM and the beacon.
Link to TDR Functional description : Timing calibration
References:
[1] Hamamatsu Web Site H6780 PMT description
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PBS 5.4 : Laser Beacon
Specifications :
● Produce an intense and very short green light pulse when receiving a trigger signal
●

Sends back an electrical pulse in coincidence to the light flash

Description :
The main component of the Laser Beacon [1] is a laser that emits short, intense light pulses at 532
nm. The Laser Beacon is fixed in the BSS of the Instrumentation Line. The system is housed in a
titanium container and points upwards. Its beam is spread out by a diffuser. The actual time of
emission of the light flash is given by a built-in fast photodiode.
Components :

Object in subsystem

Description

PBS
number

Location

5.4.4

Laser Beacon
container

Titanium container and
mechanics

5.4.1

BSS of
Instrumentation
Line

LB_FRAME

Inner mechanical frame

5.4.6

Laser Beacon
container

LB_DIFFUSER

Diffuser and Glass Rod

5.4.5

Laser Beacon
container

LB_CABLE

Electrical cable and
connectors

5.4.2

BSS of
Instrumentation
Line

LB_BULKHEAD

Bulkhead of Laser
Beacon cable

5.4.3

SCM endplate
of
Instrumentation
Line

LB_ELEC

Electronics

5.4.7

Laser Beacon
container

LB_LASER

Green laser source

LB_CONTAINER

Link to TDR functional description : Timing_calibration
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List of references
[1] 3 INS 04 01 A Specifications of the Laser Beacon , V. Roca et al.
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PBS 5.4.4 : Laser Beacon laser
The source of light of the Laser Beacon is the laser model NG-10120-120 supplied by Nanolase.
This laser emits intense (~ 1µJ), short (FWHM ~ 0.8 ns) light pulses at 532 nm (green light).

Energy per pulse

1.3 µJ

Pulse Width (FWHM)

0.8 ns

Power Stability

<±3%

Operating Temperature

between 0° C and 50° C

The laser head dimensions are 144 x 37.4 x 30 mm.
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A few minutes after switch-on, the energy emitted by the laser (1.3 µJ per pulse) becomes stable (<
± 3%).
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The laser head contains a built-in photodiode (jitter ~50 ps) that registers the actual emission of
light.
Four voltages are needed to operate the laser (see electronics).
Link to TDR functional description : Timing_calibration
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PBS 5.4.1 : Laser Beacon container
PBS 5.4.6 : Laser Beacon inner frame

The laser is housed in a cylinder of titanium (grade 5) provided by Nautilus GmbH. The
dimensions of the container are 750 mm in length (excluding connector ) and 170 mm in
diameter.

The bottom endplate contains the penetrator of the cable connectors. The upper endplate holds
the diffuser and glass rod.
The inner frame is screwed to the inner surface of the upper endplate. It is made of aluminium and
holds the laser head and the electronics.
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The container is fastened to the BSS of the Instrumentation Line by flanges.
Link to TDR functional description : Timing_calibration
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PBS 5.4.5 : Laser Beacon diffuser & glass rod

The laser beam is directed towards a diffuser (ORIEL model 48010) that spreads out the light with a
cosine distribution. The diffuser is a flat disk, 2.2 mm thick and 25 mm in diameter. To avoid
sedimentation a glass cylinder (rod) is bonded to the upper surface of the diffuser. The light goes
out through the vertical walls of the rod, where sedimentation is negligible.

The diameter (40 mm) and length (47 mm) of the rod and its refractive index (n=1.47,
borosilicate ) determine the maximum and minimum angles reached. These have been selected so
as to illuminate the upper and lowermost storeys of the closest strings [1].
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List of references
[1] 3 INS 04 01 A Specifications of the Laser Beacon , V. Roca et al.
Link to TDR functional description : Timing_calibration
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PBS 5.4.2 : Laser Beacon cable
PBS 5.4.3 : Laser Beacon bulkhead
The Laser Beacon cable is equipped with a waterproof female plug SUBCONN IL12FGP with 12
gold plated contacts at the Laser Beacon end and a male plug SUBCONN IL12MGP with 12
glod plated contacts at the SCM end.

On the SCM endplate, the Laser Beacon cable is plugged into a waterproof female bulkhead
SUBCONN BH12FGP-Ti with 12 gold plated contacts.
On the Laser Beacon endplate, the Laser Beacon cable is plugged into a waterproof male bulkhead
SUBCONN BH12MGP-Ti with 12 gold plated contacts.
This cable provides 5 twisted pairs as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

power supply: +48V and 0V voltages
connection to UNIV1 (Slow Control)
input for triggering (clock or ARS1)
output from the laser's photodiode
output from the Hamamatsu photodiode (S2387-1010R)

All the voltages required for the electronics and the laser are regulated from the LB motherboard.
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PBS 5.4.7 : Laser Beacon electronics
The power supplied by the Main Power Line (48V) is converted to 12 V (DC to DC converter) and
fed to a regulator card. This card, driven by the UNIV1, supplies the voltages required by the laser
and the sensors. The sensors in turn send their data to the UNIV1. The laser is triggered by the
ARS1/clock signal. The built-in laser photodiode signal is sent back to the ARS1.

DC to DC Converter
The DC to DC voltage converter is the model V48C12C150AL from VICOR.

The voltage regulators belong to the LM78xx family.
The voltages supplied by this card are:
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+ 12 V for the fast photodiode.
+ 5 V for the laser supply and the temperature and humidity sensors.
+ 9 V and −9 V for the thermoelectric cooler system.
+ 8 V and −8 V for the operational amplifiers used for the sensors and for voltage
monitoring.
The heat sink has been designed to reach a maximum temperature of 40°C and a maximum
power of 15W. The standard power consumption of the Laser beacon and the electronics are well
below this maximum.
Slow Control Communications
The Laser Beacon is controlled by the UNIV1 card, linked to a RS485 link at 19200 bytes/sec
with 8 data bits, 1 start bit. 1 stop bit and no parity.
The protocol used is MODBUS with a RTU format.
The messages for the Slow Control are:
● "Switch ON" the Electronics ( All the electronics can be switched on or off independently )
❍ Voltage Regulators that supply the sensors.
❍ Voltage Regulators to enable the Laser and the Photodiode.
● Reading of Temperature and Humidity.
● Enable / Disable of the Peltier Module.
● Trigger enable coming from the ARS1
Trigger
The laser is triggered by a signal of 0 to −5 V in amplitude, 250 µs in duration and up to 1 kHz
in rate, provided by the ARS1/clock.
READOUT signal
The signal coming from the built-in photodiode, once attenuated from +5V to < 3V, is sent back
to the ARS1 .
Monitoring
● Two temperature sensors, consisting of two PT100 platinum thermistors (0.0138W/°C)
and a Wheatstone bridge, are installed in the container. The sensor's range goes from 0V at
0° C to 5V at 50°C (operating range).
●

●

A Humidity sensor, model HIH-3605-A by Honeywell, is also installed. This sensor is fed
at 5V and gives a linear response that varies from 0.8V at 0% of Relative Humidity to
4.07V at 100% of RH.
Every electronic device is provided with a voltage follower that sends back its actual voltage
supply to the UNIV1 card.

Link to TDR functional description : Timing_calibration
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PBS 5.5 : Mini Instrumentation Line
The first phase of the ANTARES 0.1 km2 detector will consist of the Prototype Sector Line and a
Mini Instrumentation Line (MIL). The MIL consists of:
● Mechanics:
❍ 1 BSS
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

100 m of EMC cable
1st storey
100m of EMC cable
2nd storey
length of mechanical cable

Buoyancy
Instruments on BSS:
❍ Laser Beacon
❍

●

❍
●

Instruments on the lower storey:
❍ Optical Beacon
❍
❍
❍

●

Acoustic positioning RxTx module and its pressure sensor

SBE 37-SI MicroCAT CTD probe
CSTAR
Acoustic positioning Rx module

Instruments on the upper storey:
❍ RDI WorkHorse ADCP 300 kHz : mounted “looking down”, it will measure the
water current on 150m high column of water
❍

GENISEA Sound Velocimeter.
A schematic view of the MIL is shown here :
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Mechanics
The acoustic positioning modules, the Optical Beacon and the Sound Velocimeter are "standard"
equipment. Very minor changes/additions to the storey mechanics are needed to fix the instruments.
Simple mounting pieces (in Ti grade 2) have been designed to mount the instruments on storeys
using the flanges intended for mounting Optical Modules.
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Electronics
The electronics required for the MIL is also standard ANTARES equipment and is listed below:
On the BSS, the SCM contains:
● Power box;
● Compass board;
● Acoustic boards (6 boards);
● DWDM board;
● DAQ processor board;
● Clock board;
● Clock regeneration board (only 1);
● ARS MotherBoard for the Laser Beacon.
This leaves 2 or 3 vacant slots in the SCM.
The DAQ processor has 3 serial ports (1 RS485 port for internal SC in the SCM, 1 RS485 and 1
RS232).
The connections to the DAQ processor serial ports are :
● 1 RS485 port for internal SC in the SCM,
●

1 RS485 port connected to the Laser Beacon

On the lower storey, the LCM (Slave LCM) is equipped with:
●

Power box (on top of “standard needs” 12V DC with 10 µA / 40 mA is required for the CTD
and 12VDC with 25 mA for CSTAR. For the CSTAR there will be a power switch in the
LCM driven by one digital output of the UNIV1 card so that the instrument can be powered
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●
●
●
●
●
●

off between data acquisitions)
Compass board
Acoustic boards (3 boards)
DAQ processor board
Clock board
ARS MotherBoard for Optical Beacon
a board equipped with a UNIV1 card, that will provide one 10 bits ADC channel (range
0÷2.5 V) for the acquisition of the CSTAR output level (0÷5 V with a resolution of 1 mV).

The connections to the DAQ processor serial ports are :
● 1 RS485 port for internal SC in the LCM,
● 1 RS485 port connected to the Optical Beacon,
● 1 RS232 port connected to the SeaBird CTD.
This means that the output level of CSTAR must be converted to 0-2.5 V range (easy) and that the
10 bit dynamic range of the ADC is at the limit compared to the internal CSTAR resolution. We are
at present working at a scheme that could use the UNIV1 ADC directly by reducing the useful
dynamic range of the CSTAR output to the interval 4-5 V (instead of 0-5 V). A digital output signal
from the UNIV1 card could be also used to power on the CSTAR about 10 minutes before data
acquisition, and then to power it off again: this will avoid continuous emission of blue light in the
water.
On the higher storey, the MLCM (Master LCM) is equipped with:
● Power box (the ADCP requires 32-60 VDC, with a recommended minimum of 48 Volts.
Power consumption for the ADCP will be 50 mW when in standby and ~120 W when
operational. Tests are needed to prove that this power can be effectively drawn. The Sound
Velocimeter needs 20-60 VDC and <2 W)
Compass board
● DWDM board
● Switch board
● DAQ processor board
The connections to the 3 DAQ processor serial ports are :
● 1 RS485 port for internal SC in the SCM,
● 1 RS232 port connected to the ADCP,
● 1 RS485 port connected to the Sound Velocimeter (either directly or via the UNIV1
RS485-> RS232, depending on the possibility of directly connecting the GENISEA directly
in RS485).
●

The minimum requirements for the MIL electro-mechanical cable are:
● 2 fibres for DAQ between MLCM and SCM,
● 1 fibre for DAQ between LCM and MLCM,
● 1 fibre for clock,
● 2 wires for power.

Data Acquisition and Communication protocols
RDI WorkHorse ADCP
The RDI WorkHorse ADCP needs an initialisation phase, a command to start the data acquisition
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and a command to retrieve the collected data.
Initialisation command sequence:

●

●

CR1
CF01010
CB411
WP00030
WB1
WS0030
WF0088
WN015
WV020
WD111100000
TP00:00.50
TE00:00:30.00
EZ1111101
EX00000
ED00001
CK
Initiation of data collection:
CS
Initiation of data transfer:
Currently the ADCP automatically outputs data on completion of an acquisition cycle. We
have requested RDI to change the WorkHorse firmware to allow data transmission only on
command. The size of the data to be transferred after each cycle is ~1 kByte.

SBE 37-SI MicroCAT CTD
● Initialisation command sequence:
ENTER
MMDDYY= mmddyy
HHMMSS=hhmmss
AUTORUN = N
OUTPUTTIME=Y
OUTPUTSAL=Y
OUTPUTDENSITY=Y
FORMAT= 1 or 2
for ASCII output, where FORMAT=2 gives:
ttt.tttt (temperature)
cc.cccccc (conductivity)
sss.ssss (salinity)
rrr.rrrr (density)
mm-dd-yyyy (date)
hh:mm:ss (time)
OUTPUTBINARY= Y or N
where a typical binary output has the format:
ttttcccch (tttt= temperature*105, cccc=conductivity*105, h=byte checksum)
NCYCLES= xx
(default=4)
QS
(enters in quiescent mode)
●

Data collection:
The CTD can be configured in two modes:
“Serial Line Sync” mode, where a pulse on the RS232 serial line causes it to wake up,
sample, and enter quiescent mode automatically;
“Polled Sampling Mode”, where the MicroCAT takes one sample of data (the average of a
fixed number of readings) and sends it to the computer on command.

Commands for polled sampling mode:
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TS

take sample, hold converted data in RAM, output converted data

or, preferably,
TH
take sample and hold converted data in RAM
SH
output converted data from RAM
(SB
output in binary converted data from RAM, if OUTPUTBINARY=Y)
followed by
QS
return to quiescent mode
GENISEA sound velocimeter
Described elsewhere in the TDR with the GENISEA acoustic positioning system.
Link to TDR Functional description : Instrumentation Line
List of references
3 INS 05 01 A Instrumented Line : Preliminary specifications
3 INS 05 02 A A proposal for the Antares Instrumentation Line
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PBS 5.6 : Humidity sensor (HUMIDITY)

Object

PBS number

HUMIDITY

5.6

Location
on COMPASS_MB
in LCM/SCM container

Design description:
The HIH-3605A manufactured by Honeywell is a monolithic SIP (Single In-line Package) relative
humidity sensor. It has a laser trimmed thermoset polymer capacitive sensing element with on-chip
integrated signal conditioning.
It is stable and has low calibration drift.

Specifications:
❍
❍
❍

perfoms the humidity measurement with a precision < 2%
linear voltage output
stability in time

Pictures:
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Pictures of the HIH-3605-A

Description of interfaces:
●

●

Mechanics :
❍ Integrated circuit, 0.100 in. lead pitch SIP, width = 7.6 mm, height = 19 mm,
thickness = 0.6 mm
Power requirements :
❍ Voltage Supply : 5 VDC
❍

●

Output voltage :
❍ linear output voltage from 0.8 V to 3.9 VDC at 25 °C typical
❍
❍

❍

●

Current consumption : 200 µA at 5VDC

Vout = Vsupply (0.0062(Sensor RH) + 0.16) typical at 25°C
The output voltage value needs a temperature compensation according to the
following formula :
True RH = (sensor RH) /(1.0546-0.00216T) with T in °C
The humidity sensor must be interfaced with an analog input of Modbus bridge
SC card located in the LCM or in the SCM

Electrical connection :
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●

❍

The connection is provided by 3 pins (2.54 mm lead pitch SIP)

❍

pin 1 : voltage supply +

❍

pin 2 : Vout

❍

pin 3 : voltage supply -

Environmental characteristics :
❍ Operating Temperature : -40° to 85 °C
❍
❍
❍
❍
❍

Storage Temperature : -51° to 125° C
Care :
Extended exposure to >= 90 % RH causes a reversible shift of 3% RH
This sensor is light sensitive and should be shielded from bright light
Handling : Static sensitive diode protected to 15 kV maximum

Link to TDR Functional description : Humidity sensors
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